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Acronyms 

Below are the acronyms most frequently used in the Visual Study report and Key Views tables: 
 
 
AOD Above Ordnance Datum 

AONB Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 

CPC Colwall Parish Council 
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GI Green Infrastructure 

GLVIA3 Guidance for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 3rd Edition 
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LCA Landscape Character Assessment 
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LSCA Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment 

MHT Malvern Hills Trust 
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NE Natural England 

NDP Neighbourhood Development Plan 

OS Ordnance Survey 

PHI Priority Habitat Inventory 

RPG Registered Park and Garden  

SM Scheduled Monument 

SMR  Sites and Monuments Record 

SSSI Site of Special Scientific Interest 

SWS Special Wildlife Site 
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VP Viewpoint 

WCC Worcestershire County Council 
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1 Introduction and Background 

1.1 In October 2018, Colwall Parish Council (CPC) commissioned local landscape architect Carly Tinkler 
CMLI to carry out a study of the views and visual amenity of the village and surrounding areas. The 
study was to form part of the evidence-base required for Colwall’s emerging Neighbourhood 
Development Plan (NDP), and the findings would guide and inform a new NDP ‘views’ policy.  

1.2 Colwall’s emerging NDP emphasises the importance of the area’s special views and high quality visual 

amenity − not just to the local community but also to the many visitors who come to appreciate its 
‘outstanding natural beauty’. Aim 4 of the ‘Vision for Colwall’ set out in the January 2018 draft version 
of the NDP is ‘to minimise the visual impact of new development when seen from the Malvern Hills, 
and to protect local views including from the village up towards the Malvern Hills and Oyster Hill’, and 
several of the draft NDP policies (for example CDs 1 - 4) refer to views and visual amenity, either 
specifically or generally. However, there is currently no specific NDP policy on views. The intention of 
the new policy would therefore be to protect the most exceptional key views from unacceptable 
changes.  

1.3 This report sets out the study’s findings and recommendations.  

1.4 The NDP process has been ongoing for several years, and various landscape and visual assessments 
have been carried out in the area, many forming part of the NDP’s evidence-base.  

1.5 The main study comprises a Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment (LSCA); this was 
completed in 2013, updated at various times between 2013 and 2018 to take into account changes to 
the baseline situation, and re-published in January 2018 (although the studies are ongoing).  

1.6 These and other NDP documents should be referred to for more detailed information about the 
background to the NDP, and the LSCA method, process and findings, but where relevant they are 
summarised below.  

1.7 It is important to note at the outset that Colwall village and the surrounding area lie at the heart of the 
Malvern Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), c. 3km from its western boundary and c. 
4km from its eastern boundary.   

1.8 Colwall village plays an important role in many views both within, and within the setting of, the AONB 

− not just in panoramic views from the Malvern Hills, and towards them from outlying areas such as 
Oyster Hill, but also in more intimate views experienced while travelling in and around the parish, and 
the village itself. Furthermore, the Malvern Hills play a significant role in Colwall’s ‘local distinctiveness’ 
and its community’s ‘sense of place’.  

1.9 The primary purpose of AONB designation is ‘to conserve and enhance the natural beauty of the area’. 
According to Government guidance relating to AONBs, ‘Natural Beauty is not just the look of the 
landscape, but includes landform and geology, plants and animals, landscape features and the rich 
history of human settlement over the centuries’. 

1.10 The AONB designation is made at a national level, and new development that is proposed within an 
AONB or its setting must comply with specific national planning policies as well as relevant local plan 
policies and guidance. The Malvern Hills AONB Unit’s current Management Plan and guidance 
documents are material considerations in planning decisions (AONB guidance supports and amplifies 
AONB policies).  

1.11 The Management Plan emphasises the importance of the whole of the AONB’s scenic qualities, but 
especially those of the Malvern Hills. The AONB Unit’s publication Guidance on Identifying and 
Grading Views and Viewpoints is also relevant to this study (see below); it specifically notes that:    

 ‘The Malvern Hills constitute an iconic feature in the local and regional landscape. When people were 
asked what they particularly liked about the AONB in a visitor survey, ‘the scenery and views’ was the 
most popular response given. The importance of views in and around the Malvern Hills is fully 
recognised in the AONB Management Plan’.  

1.12 In addition, in January 2019, the AONB Partnership and Malvern Hills Trust published the results of 
the Malvern Hills & Commons Visitor Survey, which had been carried out in 2018. The purpose of the 
study was to ‘help the Partnership and the Trust to better understand the nature of the different visitor 
markets across the Malvern Hills and Commons; why they come, what they do whilst in the area and 
their satisfaction with what the area has to offer’.  
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1.13 The researchers found that almost one third of all visitors came ‘to enjoy the views’ (for people who 
were on a holiday or having a short break in the area, that figure rose to 47%).  
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2 Aims and Objectives 

2.1 The first stage in the visual study process was to establish the aims and objectives.  

2.2 One of the main aims was for the study to deliver a robust and objective, evidence-base that would be 
used to inform and underpin the new NDP policy on views and visual amenity. The purpose of the 
policy would be to ensure that Colwall’s views and visual amenity are considered when new 

development or other form of change is being planned, and that the most exceptional ‘local’ views − 

especially those most sensitive to change − are protected and respected, and, where appropriate / 
feasible, enhanced. 

2.3 The study would provide an overview of the village’s visual amenity, analysing which of the area’s 
landscapes’ features and qualities are valuable and special, for example because they make an 
important contribution to local character, distinctiveness and sense of place, or are very good 
illustrations of, and allow a better understanding of, the area’s natural / cultural history. This will also 
help to inform and guide the NDP views policy, and future projects / initiatives / strategies. 

2.4 In order to achieve the above aim, the study would have to identify which of Colwall’s views are the 
most valuable, and why. This involved drawing up project-specific methods and criteria for the 
exercise, which are explained in the sections below. 

2.5 A key and still materially relevant source of reference for the study was Colwall’s 2001 Village Design 
Statement (VDS), which includes a map showing the location of thirty-one ‘important views into and 
out of the village’ that it considered should be protected. However, whilst the VDS describes and 
illustrates the overall visual context of the village, and what factors make views ‘important’, there is no 
information about individual views, the exact location of the viewpoints, or the criteria used to judge 
‘Importance’ (but see Section 3 below). Nor did the VDS include any views into the village from the 
Malvern Hills or other outlying areas, or important views within the village itself. It is understood that 
when the 2001 views study was carried out there was very limited time available to do much more than 
identify the viewpoint locations and directions. It must also be borne in mind that between 2001 and 
2019, in many parts of the village the baseline has changed considerably, with new houses having 
been built and trees either having been felled or grown taller (see Section 6). 

2.6 One point that needs highlighting at the outset is the terms which have been used to define Colwall’s 
most highly valuable views. The 2001 VDS used the qualifying term ‘Important’ to describe the views 
which were considered worthy of protection. There is no hard-and-fast rule for such terms - in other 
areas / studies, different terms are used, albeit they generally have exactly the same meaning / 
intention, for example ‘significant’, ‘exceptional’ and ‘key’. For consistency, the intention was that the 
2019 study would use the 2001 term ‘Important’. 

2.7 However, during consultation with the Malvern Hills AONB Unit, it was concluded that the term 
‘Important View’ should be replaced with the term ‘Exceptional Key View’ in the 2019 study and NDP 
policy, superseding the 2001 VDS term completely. The reason for this is because it made more sense 
for the Visual Study and the NDP to align with other visual studies carried out in the area (for example 
the AONB’s ‘Guidance on Views’ and Malvern Town’s NDP), which use the term ‘Exceptional Key 
Views’ for those of highest value (the examples mentioned also categorise views as ‘Special’ and 
‘Representative’; however, it was agreed that this would not be appropriate for smaller-scale areas 
such as Colwall village). 

2.8 In the light of the above, it was agreed that the scope of the visual study would need to include the 
following: 

i. Desktop and on-the-ground check of each of the 2001 VDS viewpoints to ascertain a) what the 
baseline changes were, if any; b) whether the view was still ‘Important’ (now ‘Exceptional’) and 
worthy of protection; and c) if no longer Exceptional, whether the status of ‘Exceptional’ could be 
re-established (for example, if now screened by vegetation which could potentially be cut back, or 
detractors removed). 

ii. Produce a summary, illustrated description of each VDS view that is still ‘Exceptional’. This will 
provide a more robust and up-to-date evidence base for the NDP.   

iii. Identify new Exceptional Key Views into the village from the Malvern Hills and other outlying areas. 

iv. Identify new Exceptional Key Views within the village itself. 

2.9 The new views would be added to the updated 2001 Exceptional Key Views list.  
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2.10 A further aim of the 2019 visual study was to verify the levels of visual sensitivity the LSCA Areas 
(excluding those already / to be developed). Although the 2013 LSCA report, schedules and Capacity 
Plan were updated in 2018 in the light of subsequent changes to the baseline landscape situation in 
and around the village, for most of the LSCA Areas, levels of visual sensitivity were not specifically 
considered in the 2018 updates.  

2.11 It was thus important to compare the 2018 LSCA and 2019 visual sensitivity study results, in order to 
determine whether any changes to levels of visual sensitivity could potentially affect / alter levels of 
overall capacity. However, this was only carried out as a desktop exercise, as checking the current 
degree of visibility, levels of visual value and visual sensitivity of each of the undeveloped LSCA Areas 
on the ground was beyond the scope of the visual study. 

2.12 The 2019 Visual Study will be a key source of reference for those planning new development in and 
around Colwall. It should help to achieve the aim of ensuring high quality standards in both planning 
applications and new developments, commensurate with the quality of the Malvern Hills AONB’s 
landscapes, especially those in and around Colwall village. High quality development is likely to be 

more successful − not just in protecting and enhancing the visual quality and qualities of the area, but 
also in delivering meaningful economic, social and environmental benefits for everyone.  

2.13 However, it must also be borne in mind that this study only represents a ‘snapshot in time’, and anyone 
using it as a source of reference should check the baseline situation carefully, to determine whether 
or not it has changed since.  
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3 Method and Criteria  

Method 

3.1 The visual study involved establishing project-specific criteria and methods; carrying out desktop 
searches and on-the-ground surveys; analysing and ‘sifting’ the data; testing / comparing / refining the 
results; and reporting them. 

3.2 Due to the nature of the commission, the focus of which was on views and visual amenity, the method 
to be used for carrying out the study had to be developed specifically for the exercise. However, one 
cannot evaluate the significance of a view without firstly understanding the significance of the 
components of that view. In order to do that, one must assess the landscape’s character.   

3.3 The visual study method was therefore based on, and followed, the relevant sections of published 
guidance used by landscape practitioners when carrying out landscape and visual assessments such 
as Landscape Character Assessment (LCA), Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment (LSCA) 
and Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA) / Landscape and Visual Appraisal (LVA).  

3.4 The guidance followed includes: 

• Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland The Countryside Agency 
and Scottish Natural Heritage (2002);  

• An Approach to Landscape Character Assessment (October 2014) Natural England;  

• Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland - Topic Paper 6: 
Techniques and criteria for judging sensitivity and capacity The Countryside Agency and Scottish 
Natural Heritage (2002); and  

• Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 3rd Edition (2013) Landscape Institute / 
Institute of Environmental Assessment (usually referred to as ‘GLVIA3’). 

3.5 The study area boundary was partly defined by screening topography (the Malvern Hills’ ridgeline to 
the east and Oyster Hill to the west), and partly by distance (on the assumption that levels of visual 
effects arising from the most likely forms of change would not be unacceptable beyond 2 - 3km from 
the source). The area covered on the 1:25,000 Ordnance Survey (OS) map that forms the basis for 
the attached figures is also the extent of the study area. 

3.6 A source of reference for the 2019 visual study was the LVIA carried out in 2016 as part of the planning 
application for Colwall’s new primary school, on land off Mill Lane. The LVIA included a digitised map 
(LVIA Figure 6: Zone of Theoretical Visibility and Key Visual Receptors) which showed the likely extent 
of the school’s Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV). Although the ZTV was site- and project-specific, it 
does illustrate the distances over which views of new built form in the lower parts of the western side 
of the village could extend. 

3.7 The visual study also used the AONB Unit’s publication Guidance on Identifying and Grading Views 
and Viewpoints (mentioned in Section 1 above) as a source of reference. The aim of the Guidance is 
to ‘help people identify and grade the importance of views and associated viewpoints in and around 
the Malvern Hills AONB, in particular, those that relate to the Malvern Hills themselves. It can be used 
to help make a judgement about how a proposed development or change in land use will alter views 
and, consequently, whether this change is likely to be acceptable’.  

3.8 It is therefore an important source of reference for anyone planning change in the local area. It helpfully 
explains how key viewpoints to and from the AONB should be selected and assessed, and this is 
relevant to the selection of ‘locally-exceptional’ viewpoints in and around the village. For example, the 
Guidance advises: 

‘Before you consider selecting viewpoints, it is worth checking whether or not the specific viewpoint 
locations and views have already been assessed as part of the original Cooper Partnership study, 
which may be found at www.malvernhillsaonb.org.uk. 

‘Ideally, selected viewpoints should be publicly accessible (e.g. roads/footpaths/bridleways, public 
open spaces or National Trust properties), as these have more frequent usage than viewpoints on 
private land. Where viewpoints are not publicly accessible permission from the landowner must be 
sought. 

‘It may be necessary to consider more than one viewpoint to gain a broad understanding of how a 
proposed development may alter views towards, or from, the Malvern Hills AONB. For example, one 
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to five viewpoints may be sufficient to consider a small site, whereas a larger development may require 
more viewpoints. These could include viewpoints from other surrounding AONBs, the edge of nearby 
settlements or Conservation Areas, Listed Buildings, frequently used road corridors, tourist 
destinations, Registered Historic Parks and Gardens or mapped/documented viewing points. 
Information on environmental, historic and planning designations can be obtained from the relevant 
local authority. 

‘Consider viewpoints looking towards the site from different directions (compass points); and also 
viewpoints at different distances from the site. If topography varies within the area of interest, consider 
viewpoints from different elevations (e.g. from the River Severn floodplain and higher lying ground). 
Ordnance Survey maps show contours and Trig Points.’ 

3.9 It should be noted, however, that the focus of the Guidance is on views to and from the Malvern Hills, 

whereas the focus of this visual study is on views to and from Colwall village − albeit the Hills are highly 
important features / foci in many of these views. 

3.10 The project-specific methods adopted, and the project approach and processes followed, are 
explained in more detail in the sections below. 

Criteria 

3.11 Although the 2001 VDS did not set out the criteria used for making judgements about a view’s 
‘Importance’, one of the members of the 2001 team did explain that one of the key criteria was a view 
which clearly illustrated the village’s very special landscape context and setting, at the foot of the 
Malvern Hills and surrounded by good quality rural open countryside.  

3.12 Objective sets of criteria were established for the 2018 study (see Appendix C). These were based on 
standard LSCA / LVIA criteria, and were used to establish following: 

• Levels of scenic beauty / quality 

• Degree of visibility of a particular area in views towards it 

• Degree and nature of any screening (within area or intervening). 

3.13 The above were factored in to judgements about levels of visual value. 

3.14 Judgements about levels of visual value take into account a) recognition of the value attached to 
particular views by people (examples given below), and b) indicators of the value attached to views by 
visitors, which may include featuring on maps / in guide books, the provision of parking spaces / 
facilities, and references in literature / art (see GLVIA3 para. 6.37). 

3.15 As explained above, it is essential firstly to identify and analyse the baseline landscape character 
factors which contribute to a view’s visual value. It is true that ‘beauty is in the eye of the beholder’, 
which means that in respect of factors such as ‘landscape quality’ and ‘scenic beauty’, opinions may 
differ. For example, an unmanaged area of scrubland may look untidy, but it may be the site of an 
ancient monument, or a very healthy SSSI. Also, an area may be of high value because it is the subject 
of a painting or a musical score, or the site of a famous battle, regardless of what is evident on the 
ground.  

3.16 In landscape and visual assessments generally, the factors which contribute to the very highest levels 

of visual value − as noted in the published guidance listed above − include: 

• Views from, or towards, designated landscapes and / or features of international and national 
importance e.g. World Heritage Sites [these are of ‘outstanding universal value’], AONBs, 
Scheduled Monuments, Grade I or II* Listed Buildings, Registered Parks and Gardens etc., 
especially where these contribute to the significance of an asset / feature. 

• View is of outstanding scenic beauty (common consensus e.g. AONB). 

• View makes a highly important contribution to the understanding of landscape function / contribution 
(landscape ‘functions’ and ‘contributions’ can include setting / context (of natural and historic areas 
/ features, settlements, built form etc.), strategic gaps, buffer zones, corridors / links, patterns e.g. 
of open green spaces, approaches and gateways). 

• Likely to be the subject of planning policy and / or guidance / protected views. 
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• Views from landscapes / viewpoints within highly popular visitor attractions / tourist destinations, 
and / or from national trails, used by very large numbers of people. 

• Views with social / cultural / historic associations (e.g. in art and literature, or an historically-
important vista over a battlefield) of international / national importance. 

3.17 In Colwall NDP’s case, the study had to ‘go beneath the blanket’ of the nationally-designated / 
nationally-important areas, features and views (although these will always be a consideration when 

planning change in the area) − and identify the features and factors which have high ‘local’ visual 
significance and value, i.e. within the NDP visual study area. 

3.18 The criteria which were used to determine levels of visual value for this study included many of the 
above factors but at a local / neighbourhood level. For example, the criteria for High local value relate 
to those of Moderate international / national value, and can be summarised as: 

A high-quality view which reflects the best of the area’s characteristic elements, features and qualities. 
View is a very good representation of the area’s strong sense of place and / or local distinctiveness. 
Few or no visual detractors present in the view. View very accessible / widely enjoyed by local people. 

3.19 More specifically, the criteria for High local visual value include: 

• Views from well-used and popular local community / visitor attractions, including long-distance / 
themed trails, public footpaths, public open spaces / Local Green Spaces, parks, commons etc., 
used by relatively large numbers of people. 

• Views with important local social / cultural / historic associations / memories (including views which 
inspired the work of artists of all kinds, past and present, of national or local repute). 

• Views that are indicative of Colwall’s unique and special ‘sense of place’ and ‘local distinctiveness’, 
and which reflect its intrinsic character and key characteristics. 

• Views and viewpoints that contribute to peoples’ ‘experience’ of life, quality of life, health and 
wellbeing (physical / mental), education, recreation etc. 

3.20 Not all of the listed criteria need to be met in order for a view to be categorised as Exceptional, and 
professional judgement must be applied. For example, a view may be Exceptional due solely to its 
scenic beauty (albeit there may be several factors that contribute to its ‘beauty’); another view may not 
be considered ‘beautiful’, but is of high value because the various features within / qualities of the view 
are very good illustrations of the area’s natural and cultural evolution. 
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4 Approach and Process 

4.1 As explained in Section 2 above, it was agreed that the visual study would focus on the following: 

i. Updating and augmenting the 2001 VDS views evidence-base, including an overview of the 
village’s visual amenity.  

ii. Verifying the levels of visual sensitivity of the 2013 LSCA Areas. 

Desktop Study 

4.2 Having determined the method, criteria, scope and extent of the study, the next step was to carry out 
desktop research in order to establish the baseline landscape character of the area. This information 
is required so that a full understanding of the nature of a particular view or vista can be gained.  

4.3 A key source of reference for the Landscape Character Assessment (LCA) stage of this study was 
Natural England’s guidance An Approach to Landscape Character Assessment (October 2014). Figure 
1: What is Landscape is reproduced below to show all the different aspects that contribute to a 
landscape’s character, and which must be considered in any landscape and visual assessment.  

LCA Guidance Figure 1: What is Landscape? 

 

 
4.4 All the key landscape designations, features, potential focal points and other landscape-related 

information such as landscape character areas and types were marked on 1:25,000 and other scale 

OS map bases (see Figure VS1 − Landscape Baseline: Designations and Key Features, and Figure 

VS2 − Landscape Baseline: NCAs and LCTs in Appendix B). Note that this figure is a PDF consisting 
of several layers of information, which can be switched on and off as required for ease of navigation 
and analysis. 
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4.5 The aim of this exercise was to ensure that when carrying out the visual surveys on the ground, the 
presence and location of any valuable / notable landscapes / buildings / structures / heritage and 
cultural assets (and / or associations) / public rights of way / green spaces / recreation areas / 
significant vegetation and so on were factored in.  

4.6 The desktop studies also noted the relevant key views and view corridors identified in the AONB’s 

‘Guidance on Views’ (these are shown on Figure VS3  − Viewpoint Location Plan). 

4.7 In addition, the baseline landscape and visual studies were cross-referenced with the LSCA and other 
studies carried out as part of the NDP’s evidence-base, including the 2001 VDS.  

4.8 Once the desktop studies were complete, the next step was to commence the ‘on-the-ground’ studies.  

On-the-Ground Studies 

4.9 The professional team carried out the field surveys between late October 2018 and late January 2019.  

4.10 The advantage of a mid-winter visual assessment is that it represents the ‘worst-case’ visual scenario 
i.e. when there is no deciduous leaf cover (in fact, in this area, the situation can last for several months, 
with full leaf-fall at the end of November and full leafing-up not until mid-May). In winter, the landscape’s 
bare bones are exposed, and it is seen at its most elemental.  The play of light and shade on leaf 
canopies does not distract the eye, and foliage does not screen new interventions as they may in 
summer. It should also be recognised that whilst the incidence, proportions and visibility of landscape 
patterns and colours will vary through the seasons, there is also a consistency of patterns and colours 
present throughout the year.  

4.11 The surveys involved driving and / or walking along public rights of way (roads, footpaths, bridleways, 
byways open to all traffic) and Open Access Land, and visiting a) the 2001 VDS viewpoints; b) the 
LSCA Areas (from within where there was public access, otherwise from adjoining areas); and c) other 
publicly-accessible places within the study area.  

4.12 Occasionally there was doubt about the precise location of a VDS viewpoint, or what the focus of the 
view was; fortunately, one of the members of the team which carried out the 2001 VDS visual study 
was able to assist with this, and with identifying what had changed between 2001 and 2019. 

4.13 Many of the VPs are at precise locations, but not all; some of the views illustrated in the Exceptional 

Key Views schedules (see below − the schedules are in Appendix A) are representative of a variety of 
views available within the vicinity of the viewpoint, or are part of a much wider panorama; other views 
can be gained continuously or intermittently along a section of a route between two points. Where 
relevant, this is noted on the plans and in the schedules. 

4.14 The direction of the view is marked with an arrow; however, whilst in some cases there is a clear focal 
point, in other cases the arrow may point ‘east’, although the view is actually in an arc from north east 
to south east. Again, where relevant, this is noted.  

4.15 The main tasks carried out and information recorded during the surveys were as follows: 

i. Baseline landscape character information checked / verified / augmented.  

ii. Changes to baseline situation noted, especially since 2001 when VDS study carried out. 

iii. Broad ‘visual envelope’ of village checked / verified. 

iv. Notes made about visual attributes including ‘sense of place’ and ‘local distinctiveness’, character, 
quality and qualities. 

v. Presence / visibility of any key visual focal points / landmarks noted. 

vi. Presence / visibility of any detractors (e.g. modern infrastructure, lack of maintenance, 
uncharacteristic development) noted. 

vii. Degree of visibility of each LSCA Area established, looking towards it from: 

- Malvern Hills summits  

- Oyster Hill 

- within and on edges of village  

- other outlying areas. 
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viii. Presence, nature and effectiveness of screening features (topography / built form / vegetation) 
within LSCA Areas / beyond noted. 

ix. From specific viewpoints the following were noted: 

- location and direction of view 

- summary description of view including wider context 

- levels of scenic beauty / quality  

- visual function (e.g. rural context / setting of village, important green gap / buffer, gateway, 
screening) 

- levels of visual value noted including how well an area, place or route was used. 

x. Location / attributes of other potentially exceptional views into / out of / within the village’ noted. 

Analysis of Baseline Visual Survey Results 

4.16 The factual / descriptive information gathered during the baseline studies was collated, added to the 
baseline plans / reports where relevant, and analysed.   

4.17 Once the analysis was complete, judgements were made about each of the 2001 VDS views’ levels 
of value, and whether the view still qualified as Exceptional. An illustrated summary schedule for each 
was then produced.  

4.18 Other views which the study considered to be Exceptional were added to the schedules. 

4.19 Judgements were also made about each of the LSCA Areas’ levels of visual sensitivity. The results 
were then compared with the 2013 LSCA visual sensitivity results.  

4.20 The results of the baseline studies are set out in the next section; the analysis and findings are 
explained in Section 6.  
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5 Landscape and Visual Baseline 

Designated Landscapes 

5.1 The whole of Colwall parish lies within the Malvern Hills AONB. The village itself is c. 3km from the 
AONB’s western boundary and c. 4km from its eastern boundary. 

5.2 The visual study noted that the whole of Colwall parish also lies within ‘view corridors’ from viewpoints 
which the AONB’s ‘Guidance on Views’ categorises as ‘Exceptional’ and / or ‘Special’. Some of the 
viewpoints are on the Malvern Hills looking west, others are beyond the AONB boundary with views 
towards the Hills, for example on Oyster Hill.  

Designated / Key Features 

5.3 The landscape-related designations and key features relevant to the visual study are summarised 

below; their locations are shown on Figure 1 − Landscape Baseline: Designations and Key Features.  

5.4 The information was gathered from a variety of sources, including Natural England (NE), Defra’s Multi-
Agency Geographic Information for the Countryside (MAGIC) mapping1, OpenGov, HC and CPC.   

5.5 Many trees in and around the village are covered by Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs); however, the 
locations of these are not shown on the baseline plans due to the large scale of the maps. The 
information can be obtained from HC if required, 

SCHEDULED MONUMENTS 

5.6 Two of Colwall parish’s scheduled monuments (SMs) lie on the parish boundary along the Malvern 
Hills’ ridgeline to the east: 

- The Shire Ditch (Bronze Age, modified in 13th century). 

- The majority of British Camp (Iron Age hillfort). The Camp’s terraced profile is both sculptural and 
awe-inspiring, and it is a highly popular visitor attraction. The majority of Colwall parish is visible 
from its summits and slopes. It is an iconic key skyline feature in many views from within the parish 
/ village. 

5.7 The third SM comprises a medieval circular stone dovecote at Barton Court. It is only publicly visible 
from a public right of way that runs nearby. 

LISTED BUILDINGS  

5.8 There are no Grade I listed buildings / structures within the parish or near enough to the parish 
boundary to be an influence / influenced. 

5.9 Eleven Grade II* listed buildings / structures are scattered throughout the parish. Two are in the village 
(Brook House and nearby barn); There is a cluster of four around and including the Church of St. 
James the Great, and two at Perrycroft. The others are at Hope End, Brand Lodge and Barton Court 

(dovecote − also SM). 

5.10 There are many Grade II listed buildings / structures scattered throughout the parish / village. 

REGISTERED PARKS AND GARDENS 

5.11 The majority of Hope End Grade II Registered Park and Garden (RPG) lies in the south-western sector 
of the parish. 

5.12 The north-eastern tip of Eastnor Castle Grade II* RPG lies at the south-eastern edge of the parish.  

UNREGISTERED PARKS AND GARDENS 

5.13 There are several Unregistered Parks and Gardens (URPGs) in the parish, including: 

- Hoe Court in the northern sector 

- The Winnings and Linden in the north-eastern sector  

 
1 https://magic.defra.gov.uk/ 
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- Perrycroft and Brand Lodge in the eastern sector 

- Wynds Point on the south-eastern boundary 

- Barton Court in the central southern sector 

- Old Colwall in the south-western sector. 

CONSERVATION AREAS 

5.14 Colwall Conservation Area (CA) extends from Colwall Stone to Upper Colwall, and includes land on 
both sides of the B4218 Walwyn Road at the approach to the village from the north east. 

5.15 A small part of Malvern Wells CA lies within Herefordshire, on the west side of Upper Wyche, north of 
the B4218 at the ‘Wyche Cutting’.  

LOCALLY-IMPORTANT HISTORIC LANDSCAPE FEATURES 

5.16 The Stage 1 LSCA which was carried out in 2013 summarised the findings of the historic landscape 
character assessment as follows: 

‘The pattern and distribution of the current settlement is intrinsically linked to its history, which in turn 
is the result of Colwall’s physical location and natural features. Documentary evidence shows how the 
centre and community focus of the village has shifted over time. The natural springs on the Hills’ 
slopes, for example Primeswell at Evendine, were natural places for people to settle in the Iron Age, 
and buildings such as churches and hostelries were subsequently built along the tracks and trails used 
by pilgrims and travellers to reach them. Some of these tracks are now public rights of way. 

‘The arrival of the Normans in the 12th century brought changes to the way the land was used, 
especially in terms of hunting and agriculture, and the shape of the village changed as manorial courts 
and estates were established further west, especially between Coddington and Colwall in the vicinity 
of St. James the Great church.  

‘Between the 16th and 18th centuries, following a decline in the population as a result of the plague, the 
village expanded east and south again, with the establishment of The Elms School and public houses 
such as The Yew Tree Inn, farmsteads and mills.  

‘The 19th and 20th centuries saw the arrival of roads, rail and industry and these forces for change 
shaped the settlement boundary into its more north-south ‘linear’ format with a ‘strong’ boundary along 
the western side of the railway. New residential development at the edge of the village followed, infilling 
fields and orchards and giving rise to the irregularly shaped edges especially to the north and north 
west of the village’. 

5.17 The 2019 study took this and other information into account, noting many landscape-related features 
and factors of high local and neighbourhood value (several are on the Sites and Monuments Record 
(SMR)). Where relevant, they are noted in the Exceptional Key Views schedules. Examples include: 

- Palaeolithic / Bronze Age features / finds (Palaeolithic handaxe found north of Colwall; Warner’s 
Pit in Mathon dates from same period (between c. 500,000 and 150,000 BP). Also possible 
Mesolithic / Neolithic occupation sites identified in Cradley).   

- section of Roman road (anecdotal evidence only: little evidence of Roman settlement on west side 
of Hills, but several pottery finds and identification of possible kilns in wider area e.g. West Malvern 
dating from that time) 

- ancient trackways / pilgrim paths esp. to / from Malvern Hills’ most ‘sacred’ sites and springs 

- Colwall Chase and Park (medieval landscape park) at C16 Park Farm. Also site of Bishop of 
Hereford’s hunting lodge 

- medieval fishponds, moated sites, lynchets 

- several historic farmsteads (medieval / post-medieval) 

- ridge and furrow (including extensive areas north and south of Evendine Lane) 

- Victorian industrial heritage features (including gas works, vinegar / ice works and tramway; also 
Schweppes Malvern water bottling plant est. 1892) 

- Colwall Racecourse east of railway just south of station (from c. 1900 to start of WWII) 
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- South Herefordshire Golf Club course between station and Evendine Lane (from 1908 to 1920) - 
bunkers still visible in places. Clubhouse was near station. 

CULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS 

5.18 The Malvern Hills and surrounding areas have many important cultural associations. Authors including 
Tolkien and C S Lewis walked the Hills on their visits, and their writing was influenced by the area’s 
landscape.  

5.19 William Langland’s Middle English allegorical narrative poem Piers Plowman (c. 1370) opens on the 
Malvern Hills. Langland was educated at Little Malvern Priory, and scholars say he incorporated the 
imagery around him in his work2. Some people believe that the view from a point in the vicinity of VDS 
VP21 is the one described in the poem. Langland was a contemporary of Chaucer, and Piers Plowman 
has an important place in the English canon, akin to The Canterbury Tales. 

5.20 Edward Elgar may have cycled through and around Colwall, particularly while living in Malvern 
between 1899 and 1904. In her diary, Elgar’s wife Alice commented, “There cannot have been a lane 
within 20 miles of Malvern that we did not ultimately find.” The Malvern Hills’ landscapes inspired 
Elgar’s music, with melodies apparently often arising while he was cycling.  

5.21 Colwall was once home to W H Auden whose poem The Witnesses describes his experience of the 
view from the top of the Malvern Hills: “Here on the cropped grass of the narrow ridge I stand, A fathom 
of earth, alive in air, aloof as an admiral on the old rock, England below me”. Auden taught at the 
Downs School between 1932 and 1937; in his poem Out on the lawn I lie in bed, which was dedicated 
to the school’s headmaster, Auden said, “Lucky this point in time and space is chosen as my working 
place”. 

5.22 Elizabeth Barratt-Browning, one of the most prominent English poets of the Victorian era, spent her 
girlhood at Hope End House (which burned down in 1910). 

5.23 Stephen Ballard was born in Malvern Link in 1804. According to one source3, ‘When the Hereford to 
Worcester railway line was to be constructed Stephen Ballard was appointed engineer for the line. The 
Hereford to Worcester railway line Act passed in 1853 and work started 1854. Three stations were 
built between Hereford and Ledbury. The middle of these was built at Tarrington, although it was called 
Stoke Edith Station. The Ledbury to Colwall section was completed in April 1861 and the tunnel 
through the Malvern the following year. The line was operated by the West Midland railway.  

‘One of his last works was to construct in 1884 a carriage drive along the west side of the Malvern 
Hills. It was completed in October 1887 in Queen Victoria's Golden Jubilee year. Named 'Jubilee Drive' 
it was built on The Winnings Estate land by his employees using pick and shovel…’  

5.24 Colwall is home to Picton’s nurseries, which house the Plant Heritage National Collection of Autumn 
Flowering Asters; it is a very popular visitor attraction. 

BIODIVERSITY 

5.25 ‘Biodiversity’ often makes an important contribution to visual amenity, as different habitats have 
different characteristics and features which influence the landscape’s character.  

5.26 The Malvern Hills are designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). In the Colwall area, 
the boundary runs along Jubilee Drive / Chase Road. 

5.27 There are several Special Wildlife Sites (SWSs) within the parish. The Malvern Hills are an SWS. The 
majority of the others are associated with woodlands and unimproved grassland on the Hills’ lower 
west-facing slopes, but the pond at Lugg’s Mill Farm west of the village is an SWS, as is a lake at 
Hope End. 

5.28 The majority of the Priority Habitat Inventory (PHI) sites within the parish are also on the Malvern Hills 
and their lower slopes, although there are a few Traditional Orchard sites scattered around the outskirts 
of the village and associated older properties beyond. In the farmland west of the village there are also 
Deciduous Woodland sites, fields of Good Quality Semi-improved Grassland, and Wood-pasture and 
Grassland Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) sites (associated with historic parkland e.g. at Barton Court). 

 
2 malvernmuseum.co.uk/Langland 
3 http://www.bsswebsite.me.uk/Local-history/steph-ballard.htm 
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5.29 The Charlie Ballard nature reserve is an undesignated wildlife area near the station on the south side 
of the railway, and is deservedly highly valued by locals and visitors alike. 

GEOLOGY 

5.30 Parts of the Malvern Hills and outlying areas are of significant geological interest. Due to quarrying in 
the area, the geological layers are often exposed, and can be closely studied.  

5.31 The Hills and parts of Colwall lie within the Malvern and Abberley Hills Geopark. The Geopark covers 
c. 1250 sq km, and spans parts of the four counties of Shropshire, Worcestershire, Herefordshire and 
Gloucestershire, ‘in a strip of countryside that is at most 18km wide and 83km long’4.  

5.32 The Geopark Way is an associated, geologically-themed long-distance trail which, in this area, follows 
footpaths and lanes from Oyster Hill to the Malvern Hills via Colwall Green, Evendine and Upper 
Colwall. The section crossing the Green follows the line of an old pilgrim route from Hereford to 
Holywell. 

5.33 There are several provisional Local Geological Sites in the area, including Gardiner’s Quarry, and near 
Chance’s Pitch.  

RECREATION AND ACCESS 

5.34 Colwall village is well-served by roads, with access off the A449 via the Wyche, British Camp / 
Evendine, and Chance’s Pitch. The B4218 runs through the village from the Wyche Cutting to 
Chance’s Pitch and is often used as a ‘short-cut’. There is a railway station in the village on the 

Hereford − London main line. Visitors to the village are well-catered for, with several hostelries and 
shops in and around Colwall. 

5.35 There is an extensive network of public footpaths throughout the parish. They are highly valuable 
Green Infrastructure (GI) assets, and an important resource for the local community, providing direct 
access into good quality open countryside. They offer good connections to the wider footpath and lane 
network, Open Access Land, and the Malvern Hills, and are well-used by locals and tourists / visitors 
alike. The majority are well-managed. 

5.36 Many of the footpaths are ancient trackways; some are likely to have been in use since at least the 
Bronze Age by people travelling to the Hills to celebrate the ‘sacred’ natural spring water. Some of the 
roads and paths are on old salt routes. 

5.37 The parish’s footpaths connect the Herefordshire Trail on the parish’s western edge, and the Three 
Choirs Way / Worcestershire Way on its eastern boundary. The main connection is via the Geopark 
Way (see Geology above).  

5.38 The Colwall area’s popularity with visitors (in cars, on foot, on bikes and on horseback − although there 
are no bridleways in the parish) has resulted in a number of 'themed' routes and trails in and around 
the village having been created. Many are available on the Malvern Hills AONB’s website. They 
include: 

Discovery Walk No. 1 ‘The Martin Brent Walk’ (circular walk around Colwall Village), No. 2 ‘Two 
Churches and a Vineyard’ (area west of Colwall Church), and No. 5 ‘Hill and Valley’ (British Camp, 
Evendine, Colwall Station) 

Colwall ‘Miles without Stiles’ route map 

‘A Literary Trail Around The Malverns’ (Malvern Colwall, Ledbury) 

‘By Bike in the Foothills of The Malverns’ (Colwall, Coddington, Cradley) 

Malvern Hills AONB Map and Guide (updated 2016) 

National Landscape Character 

5.39 Nationally, the country is divided into National Character Areas (NCAs).  

5.40 NCAs are the responsibility of NE. They are ‘… areas that share similar landscape characteristics, and 
which follow natural lines in the landscape rather than administrative boundaries, making them a good 
decision-making framework for the natural environment.’ 

 
4 http://geopark.org.uk/pub/category/explore-geology-landscape/geological-maps/ 
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5.41 Importantly, NCA profiles are ‘… guidance documents which can help communities to inform their 
decision-making about the places that they live in and care for. The information they contain will 
support the planning of conservation initiatives at a landscape scale, inform the delivery of Nature 
Improvement Areas and encourage broader partnership working through Local Nature Partnerships. 
The profiles will also help to inform choices about how land is managed and can change’. 

5.42 The extent of the NCAs within the study area is shown on Figure VS2 − Landscape Baseline: NCAs 
and LCTs. 

5.43 The whole of Colwall parish lies within National Character Area (NCA) 103 Malvern Hills, which 
includes the Hills, their footslopes and the flatter albeit undulating land to the west. The local area’s 
landscapes reflect the transition between NCA 103 and its neighbouring NCA 100 Herefordshire 
Lowlands to the west (Wellington Heath area) and north (Mathon to Acton Green); and further north 
west, between NCA 100 and NCA 101 Herefordshire Plateau (Bosbury, Fromes Hill, Acton 
Beauchamp).  

5.44 The profile for NCA 103 summarises the area as follows: ‘The area is one of great contrasts. These 
range from the majestic height of the hills themselves to the undulating swells and low wooded 
escarpments of Eastnor and the Suckley Hills, and to the jumble of rolling hills and woodlands 
marching away to the west’. 

5.45 It notes that ‘The great popularity of the Malvern Hills can be attributed in part to the spectacular views 
which they afford towards Bredon Hill and the Cotswolds to the east and south, and to the more 
undulating and hilly landscapes of Herefordshire and Wales visible to the west’. 

5.46 The profile also notes that ‘There is also potential for growth in the size of settlements around the NCA 
which will impact on views into and out of the area’. 

5.47 NCA 103’s key characteristics which are of relevance to this more localised study, and which are well-
represented in the area, include: 

• Malvern Hills form a highly visible dominant landmark, visible from a long distance. 

• High density of public rights of way. 

• Good rail and road links to urban populations. 

• To the north and west of the hills there are wooded limestone ridges, separated by vales of mixed 
shale. The lower slopes and ridges – particularly the steeper ones – are densely wooded, with 
blocks of ancient woodland and occasional plantations. Many field boundaries are species-rich and 
also of medieval origin. 

• The ridges and vales form a mixed pastoral landscape of small irregular fields, orchards, hop yards 
and many ancient, species-rich hedgerows and meadows. 

• Small streams flow from the spring lines along the hills. 

• A diversity of building materials influenced by the variations in geology, with Malvern stone houses 
and walls, limestone houses and walls and timber frame buildings. 

• Some large estates with designed landscapes – such as Eastnor Castle – lie in the foothills. 
Scattered farmsteads and cottages occur on lower ground beneath the main hill ridge and lower 
hills. 

5.48 The NCA profiles contain specific ‘Statements of Environmental Opportunity’ (SEOs) for each area, 
which offer guidance on the critical issues identified, and which can ‘… help to achieve sustainable 
growth and a more secure environmental future’. 

5.49 Of most relevance to the landscapes within the study area, and which needs to be taken into account 
when planning change, is SEO3 bullet 8: ‘Protect and appropriately manage the historic environment 
and its setting, ensuring that historic features and landscapes are recognisable and valued… by 
Ensuring that new development (both within and outside the NCA) does not have a detrimental impact 
on views (both from and towards the NCA) – particularly related to ridge of the Malvern Hills’. 
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Regional / Countywide Landscape Character  

5.50 Colwall Parish lies within sub-regional character area ‘Malvern and Abberley Hills’, which is described 
by Worcestershire County Council (WCC) as follows5: 

‘This is an area of contrasts, dominated by the narrow, elevated ridge of the Malvern Hills, which 
extends southwards into Gloucestershire, but also including the undulating swells and low wooded 
escarpments of Eastnor, and the Suckley and Abberley Hills to the north. These hills form a most 
striking scenic boundary between the rolling Worcestershire lowlands to the east and the dissected 
upland plateau of north-west Herefordshire to the west. Their complex geology and geomorphology 
impart great diversity to the landscape, which is augmented by a long history of human exploitation 
and settlement.  

5.51 Importantly, as it is of relevance to this study, the description goes on to note: 

‘The region also includes a significant area of lower lying land along its western fringe around Colwall, 

Cradley and Suckley, which, because it is visually related to the surrounding higher ground, is 

considered to be an integral part of the character area. This area is bordered to the north-west by the 

high ground of the Bromyard Plateau.’  

5.52 The extent of the Landscape Character Types (LCTs) within the study area is shown on Figure VS2 − 
Landscape Baseline: NCAs and LCTs. 

5.53 The local rural landscapes surrounding the village are very good representations of their countywide 
LCT, Principal Timbered Farmlands. This LCT covers many parts of the eastern edges of 
Herefordshire, and in this area it extends north-westwards from the village as far as Bosbury and the 
west side of Cradley. However, Colwall is strongly influenced by two other LCTs in the local area: 

i. The Principal Wooded Hills LCT: this rises up the Malvern Hills’ slopes to the east, and 
characterises the north-eastern end of the village and Upper Colwall. It also covers the slopes rising 
up to British Camp and the A449 south of the village and on down to Eastnor, and both Frith Wood 
and Oyster Hill.   

ii. The High Hills and Slopes LCT: this lies east of the Principal Wooded Hills LCT, covering the upper 
slopes and ridges of the Malvern Hills. On the west side of the Hills, the LCT boundary broadly runs 
along Jubilee Drive and West Malvern Road.  

5.54 The Malvern Hills AONB Unit’s 2011 Landscape Strategy and Guidelines categorises the LCT of 
Colwall’s settlement as ‘Urban’; however, in HC’s Landscape Character Assessment Supplementary 
Planning Guidance (2004 updated 2009), the ‘Urban’ category is not used, and the village is shown 
as lying within the Principal Timbered Farmlands LCT. 

Local Landscape Character and Visual Amenity 

5.55 An important source of reference for the 2019 study was the local character assessment carried out 
in 2013 as part of the LSCA, which identified a total of twenty different local LCTs in and around the 

village (see Figure VS2 − Landscape Baseline: NCAs and LCTs).  

5.56 Generally, the 2019 study found that the local LCTs were still relevant. 

5.57 The 2001 VDS was also a useful source of reference for the 2019 local visual baseline studies. 
Although changes to the baseline situation since it was produced had to be taken into account (see 
Section 6), the majority of its summary descriptions of the different parts of the village are also still 
relevant. 

5.58 The VDS had concluded (para. 4.8) that ‘The distinctive character of Colwall results from its landscape 
setting in a designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, the diversity of its buildings and the open 
spatial quality of the settlement…  Important visual approaches into settlements, open areas in 
developments, green corridors, ridgelines and surrounding valued open countryside should be 
particularly protected’.  

 
5 Landscape Character Assessment Supplementary Guidance Technical Handbook (August 2013) Worcestershire 
County Council 
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5.59 VDS para. 3.5 explained that ‘There are… a number of important open views and visual gaps between 
developed areas that have a strategic importance and contribute to the overall balance of building and 
agricultural landscape’. 

5.60 VDS para. 3.7 noted: ‘When approaching the village from the east, the views of the Herefordshire 
countryside dominate. There are spectacular reminders of this when passing through the Wyche 
cutting or looking down on to the village from Jubilee Drive. As Colwall is approached from the west, 
views up to the Malvern Hills dominate. A special approach is along the B4218 past Barton Court, 
under the old wooden bridge across the road. Here open ‘parkland’ landscape leads the eye up to 
British Camp. These open aspects at the edges of the village result in a gradual transition from the 
countryside to the built environment at the village centre’. 

5.61 VDS para. 4.1 said: ‘The roads and lanes follow the natural contours of the land and as a result many 
of the houses are hidden from view from the Malvern Hills’; para. 4.2 said: ‘Due to the predominately 
linear pattern a large proportion of dwellings back onto open countryside or public open space. This 
allows views out of the village to the Malvern Hills and surrounding countryside. Within the village, 
wide grass verges and the siting of buildings with surrounding space for vegetation gives an open 
green effect’; and para. 4.3 said: ‘Within the overall pattern of settlement the village consists of several 
visually and geographically distinct areas’.  

5.62 The areas relevant to this study and their VDS descriptions are as follows: 

1) Upper Colwall: ‘is a scattered grouping of buildings set on steeply sloping land. Most of the 
houses originate from the early 1900s and enjoy magnificent views across the Herefordshire 
countryside.’  

NB Upper Colwall lies outside the LSCA area, but views from Upper Colwall towards the LSCA 
area have been considered in the current visual study.  

2) Colwall Stone: ‘can justifiably be called the centre of the village, both geographically and for the 
community’. ‘Not surprisingly this area of Colwall has been the principal area of residential 
development and light industrial building, with continuous growth since the 1950s. Until very 
recently the area has evolved in a state of equilibrium with very few overpowering buildings 
upsetting the balance. Even the centrally located hotel has an architecturally soft style and serves 
as a dignified reminder of what characterises Colwall. To the north, the areas of Old Church Road, 
Mathon Road and Walwyn Road are characterised by distinctive houses in large mature plots. 
This area is in the process of designation as a Conservation Area.’  

NB the Colwall Stone / Upper Colwall Conservation Area was designated in 2001. 

3) Colwall Green: ‘identifies the south-west part of the village. This is a generally open area 
extending along the road from the Oddfellows public house [currently a Thai restaurant] and over 
the railway bridge to the south western edge of the village... The Green itself is a well-defined and 
prominent feature, bounded by a mature drive of lime trees and beyond them views to the west 
across the surrounding farmland and rolling hills.’  

4) Orlin Road: ‘to the north west of the village is a small housing estate, which together with adjacent 
development forms a well-defined group of buildings.’  

5) The Parish Church of St James the Great: ‘is one mile from the present village centre, in the 
valley towards the western edge of the parish and is surrounded by farmland.  

NB the church lies outside the LSCA area, but as a feature it has been considered in the current 
visual study.  

6) Open Spaces: ‘Within the village there are a number of green open spaces which are significant 
in the pattern of the developed village area…  

‘These spaces provide important visual gaps that break up the linear development and many 
residents value the views of the Malvern Hills and open countryside that they give from within the 
village. Important views into and out of the village are shown on the map on the inside back cover.  

‘The retention and integration of natural and open features can greatly enhance and complement 
new development and soften its impact. Existing public footpaths should be seen as part of a 
development, integrated within it and not displaced to the edges, and should link open spaces, 
so adding to the spatial quality… 
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‘The way that the different areas of the settlement blend into the landscape in an irregular and 
gradual fashion, with trees and open spaces providing screening and visual breaks, is of 
paramount importance and must be protected.’  
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6 Visual Study: Analysis and Findings 

6.1 The visual study’s scope, aims, objectives and processes are explained in the previous sections. In 
summary, four principal aims and associated objectives / tasks were identified; this section sets out 
the results of each exercise. 

1) Overview of Village’s Visual Amenity 

6.2 One of the main aims of the study was to deliver a robust and objective, evidence-based report that 
would be used to inform and underpin the new NDP views policy. The report would include an overview 
of the village’s visual amenity, describing and illustrating both the wider and local landscape context 
within which views into, out of and within the village are experienced.   

6.3 This part of the study entailed desktop and on-the-ground study and analysis to establish which of the 
area’s features, qualities and attributes are valuable and special, and of local significance, for example 
because they make an important contribution to local distinctiveness and sense of place. Reference 
was also made to the 2001 VDS’s descriptions of the village’s character and visual amenity, to 
ascertain whether the latter were still relevant. 

6.4 The 2019 study’s findings were used to inform decisions about which views are the most valuable and 
why, and whether they meet the criteria for being categorised as Exceptional, and are thus worthy of 
protection through NDP policy.  

COLWALL VILLAGE CHARACTER 2001 - 2019 

6.5 The 2019 study concluded that on the whole, the most important and defining visual qualities of the 
area which had been identified in the VDS, and which were to be protected, were still present 
(important visual approaches into settlements, open areas in developments, green corridors, ridgelines 
and surrounding valued open countryside). However, there are some notable exceptions, which are 
explained below. 

6.6 Other visual qualities identified in the VDS which are still present and which are worthy of protection 
include: 

i. When approaching the village from the east, the views of the Herefordshire countryside dominate. 

ii. As Colwall is approached from the west, views up to the Malvern Hills dominate.  

iii. Open aspects at the edges of the village result in a gradual transition from the countryside to the 
built environment at the village centre. 

iv. The roads and lanes follow the natural contours of the land and as a result many of the houses 
are hidden from view from the Malvern Hills 

v. A large proportion of dwellings back onto open countryside or public open space. This allows 
views out of the village to the Malvern Hills and surrounding countryside. 

vi. Within the village, wide grass verges and the siting of buildings with surrounding space for 
vegetation gives an open green effect. 

vii. Colwall Green is a well-defined and prominent feature, bounded by a mature drive of lime trees 
and beyond them views to the west across the surrounding farmland and rolling hills. 

6.7 In some areas there is evidence of loss and / or erosion of some of the village’s visual qualities over 
the last 20 or so years.  

6.8 The 2019 visual study included a map / aerial photo regression exercise to ascertain the most ‘visually 
evident’ changes which have occurred in and around the village since 2001. Those identified are listed 
below (some of the locations are shown on Figure VS2).  

i. Residential adjacent Thai restaurant (2018 / 19)  

ii. Residential LSCA Areas 10 & 10A – Brookmill Close / gap at Brook House (2017 / ongoing)  

iii. New primary school Mill Lane (2018) 

iv. Bottling Plant demolition / redevelopment (completed 2017) 

v. Apartments at Colwall Stone opposite Colwall Park Hotel (built c. 2001).  
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vi. Elms School extension at some point between 2009 and 2013. 

vii. Covent Garden residential development c. 2012.   

viii. The Downs new buildings to south west built 2009. Change to roof colour on building below sport 
pitches in 2017 

ix. Plant nursery Mathon Road extended into adjacent fields to the south west at some point between 
2009 and 2013 

x. Large-scale / intensive agriculture / other landuse esp. farm expansions with new units 

6.9 Regarding changes at Colwall Stone, the 2001 VDS stated that ‘Until very recently the area has 
evolved in a state of equilibrium with very few overpowering buildings upsetting the balance’ – the 
apartments opposite Colwall Park Hotel have upset the balance somewhat. 

6.10 There have also been changes to the areas of Old Church Road, Mathon Road and Walwyn Road. 
The 2001 VDS noted that this part of the village was ‘characterised by distinctive houses in large 
mature plots’. On the whole this is still the case apart from along the west side of Walwyn Road, where 
there has been intensification from the Covent Garden residential development and expansion of the 
Downs School have occurred (see above); in 2001, the Covent Garden estate land was a grassed 
field.   

6.11 The 2019 visual study concluded that the very distinctive character of each of the different parts of the 
village described above is greatly influenced by topography (a key factor in the area’s views and visual 
amenity - see below). In addition, the study found that each area has a different and very particular 
relationship with the landscapes that form their context and setting, and that context and setting make 
a highly important contribution to – in fact, often define – each area’s individual character.   

6.12 For example, Upper Colwall’s character is determined by its location on the upper hill slopes and the 
function of the Wyche Cutting, and the Worcestershire Beacon exerts a large amount of influence on 
this part of the village. At the southern end of the village, there is a very close relationship with British 
Camp (see VP35 for example). In the central parts of the village, the strongest relationships are with 
the summits to the east (from Perseverance to Black Hill), and the rural Herefordshire lowlands to the 
west. Oyster Hill and Frith Wood’s influences are strongest at the south-western end of the village. 
Anecdotally, people living in Colwall Green tend to associate more closely with Ledbury (i.e. many 
shop there), whereas those living at the northern end of the village / Upper Colwall tend to associate 
with Malvern. 

KEY LANDSCAPE ELEMENTS AND FEATURES 

6.13 The 2019 visual study concluded that on the whole, Colwall’s landscapes and villagescapes are very 
good representations of their ‘host’ NCA and their ‘mother’ LCT. They also still reflect the majority of 
the attributes and qualities identified in the 2013 LSCA local LCT study and the 2001 VDS study, albeit 
with the exceptions noted above. 

6.14 Most of the landscape elements and features are well-managed and of good to high quality. The 
surrounding rural / agricultural landscapes and their characteristic elements are also generally in very 
good condition, although in some areas there is evidence of ongoing erosion due to lack of 
management, and loss of valuable elements such as unimproved grassland and native hedgerows. 
Intensification of land use is the main culprit, for example poultry units / polytunnels, monoculture, 
horsiculture, urbanisation and domestication. However, in other areas, locally-important elements and 
features such as old field boundaries have been restored, and orchards planted.  

6.15 Visually, the character of Colwall’s landscapes can be experienced in two different ways, depending 
on the location and elevation of the viewer. This is explained below.  

TOPOGRAPHY 

6.16 One of the most important aspects of Colwall’s visual amenity is the area’s unique and complex 
topography. It is the elevation of the viewpoint as well as its location that determines a) the nature and 
context / setting of the view, and b) how the view is experienced.  

6.17 Also, when the area’s distinctive topography is visible, it helps to orientate the viewer, and it contributes 
significantly to one’s sense of place.  
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6.18 One way of experiencing views of Colwall, and thus gaining a good understanding of its overall 
character, is by looking down on it from above. From the upper parts of the Malvern Hills, the land 
below is seen almost in ‘plan-form’, so the wider landscapes’ scale, patterns, forms, textures and 
colours are clearly legible.  

6.19 The highest point on the Malvern Hills is 425m Above Ordnance Datum (AOD), on the summit of the 
Worcestershire Beacon, north of the village. Jubilee Hill lies opposite the village centre, and its summit 
is at 358m AOD. British Camp lies south of the village, and its summit is at 338m AOD. Upper Colwall 
is at c. 260m AOD, and Jubilee Drive broadly runs along the 250m contour line. 

6.20 The railway marks the toe of the Hills’ slopes and the start of the flatter lowlands. In the Colwall area, 
from the Hills, the land falls relatively quickly to c. 130m AOD at Colwall Station and c. 127m AOD at 
Colwall Green. West of Chance’s Pitch, the railway line is at c. 110m AOD.  

6.21 In fact, the nature of the Malvern Hills’ fall from summit to lowland / plain varies considerably, the 
differences being due to geology and glacial action / sea-level rise and fall. On the east side of the 
Hills, the natural falls from summits to toe tend to be uniformly steep, whereas on the west side there 
are more variations / undulations in the falls.  

6.22 Whilst the topography of the landscapes west of the toes of the Malvern Hills’ slopes is also broadly 
undulating with a westwards fall, some areas are relatively flat (e.g. along the railway, and the Cradley 
Brook corridor, which runs along the north-western edge of the parish at c. 90m AOD), whilst others 
are quite steeply-sloping (e.g. Brockhill, and Oyster Hill on the parish’s western edge at 211m AOD). 

6.23 In views of a ‘harmonious’ or ‘homogenous’ landscape, one’s eye is almost always drawn first to any 
‘discordant’ or contrasting shapes and / or colours. In Colwall’s case, from the Hills, the eye is drawn 
down to the village due to the strong contrast in colours / tonalities and textures between those of the 
settlement’s built form, and those of the surrounding rural / agricultural landscapes. In views from 
lower-levels, significant mature vegetation in and around the village helps to integrate built form into 
the landscape, and the contrasts are usually less visible. 

6.24 In plan-form views, even very small points of contrast in colour and / or tonality may be highly visible 
from a wide area, for example the introduction of a brightly-coloured roof (see photo below). 

Turquoise roof on house in Colwall village 

 

6.25 The photograph above also illustrates how the introduction of locally-uncharacteristic features such as 
a long, rectangular block of plantation woodland (Ballard Wood, west of Colwall Stone) can appear 
more incongruous when viewed from above. 
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6.26 The photograph below shows the view from British Camp towards the village in the late autumn of 
2019. Again it illustrates how the eye is quickly drawn to contrasts, for example white-rendered / pale-
roofed buildings (e.g. at The Elms School, centre of photo) against dark green vegetation; however, it 
also illustrates how the settlement currently assimilates relatively well into the surrounding landscape 
due to the presence of the significant (and mostly high quality) mature vegetation (see Significant 
Vegetation below). Otherwise, few detractors are visible. 

View from British Camp looking north west 

 

6.27 The view from the Worcestershire Beacon also illustrates the above point, except the main visual 
detractors are the white polytunnels and glasshouses at the plant nursery on Mathon Road (visible on 
right-hand side of photo below). 
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View from Worcestershire Beacon looking south west  

 

6.28 Beyond the village and its outskirts, the eye travels easily across the surrounding open countryside 
towards the Black Mountains, Brecon Beacons and other peaks on the distant skyline, pausing briefly 
on the occasional intervening wooded ridges and hills, uninterrupted by detractors apart from the 
occasional polytunnel on hillslopes to the west. 

6.29 Otherwise there are few visually-distinctive features within the parish that are visible from the Hills - 
for example, there are no tall church spires. The line of the railway is visible, articulated along much of 
its length by dense vegetation, and the locally-characteristic and distinctive specimen / clusters of 
mature ornamental evergreen trees can be seen within the village, in churchyards, and in the grounds 
of older, large, isolated properties.   

6.30 The other way of experiencing and understanding Colwall’s landscape character is by travelling 

through it − see routes in Section 5, and Recreation and Access below.  

6.31 As explained above, the area’s distinctive topography helps with orientation, and is a defining factor in 
‘sense of place’. Where visible, the distinctive long profile of the Malvern Hills on the skyline draws the 
eye. However, even in winter, the extensive mature tree cover in and around the parish (and within 
the village itself - see Significant Vegetation below) can screen even near-distance views; when 
travelling along footpaths overhung with trees, and high-hedged winding lanes, the experience is 
‘intimate’ and sometimes ‘mysterious’, as the landscape is more enclosed. Localised topographical 
variations also contribute to this effect. 

6.32 At certain locations, gaps in trees or buildings frame superb views of the individual Hill summits: British 
Camp’s iconic sculptural terraced profile features regularly in Colwall’s Exceptional Key Views.  

6.33 As a general principle, the most significant, valuable and ‘interesting’ views in and around Colwall are 
those where the context is a very good representation of the local area’s key characteristics and 
qualities, and engenders local distinctiveness and a strong sense of place. The context varies but it is 
always distinct, whether it be the Hills or the open, rolling Herefordshire countryside, ancient 
woodlands and trackways, or local heritage / cultural assets.  

6.34 The wider landscape context is visible in most parts of the village (this is one of the reasons why the 
gaps between built form are so important); in a few areas, however, all that is visible is ubiquitous 
modern built form and vegetation seen against the sky, with no local identity. Such views are of little 
or no visual value.  
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RECREATION AND ACCESS 

6.35 As set out in Section 5, Colwall is very accessible, by road, rail, by bicycle and on foot. It is very popular 
with walkers in particular, as many people use the footpath network as a link between long-distance 
trails on and around the Hills.  

6.36 Viewpoints along the various trails and published (often themed) routes are usually categorised as 
being of higher value than those along ‘local’ public rights of way, mainly because they attract large 
numbers of people from outside the area. However, analysis of the mapped landscape character 
baseline information indicates that the local footpath network is also highly valuable because it allows 
the community to experience at close quarters Colwall’s most valuable natural and cultural assets, and 
significant time-depth.  

6.37 One of the most notable of Colwall’s visual qualities, which is only partly due to topography, is the 
great diversity of views which are available. Some are scenically-beautiful and inspiring panoramas; 
others are not necessarily ‘beautiful’, but are of high value because the various features that are visible 
are very good illustrations of the area’s natural and cultural evolution.  

6.38 The majority of the designated and key landscape features listed in Section 5 above, and shown on 
Figure VS2, are accessible via footpaths. These features make highly important contributions to the 
area’s character, and are thus highly valuable components in many views.  

APPROACHES AND GATEWAYS 

6.39 The 2019 visual study identified the main ‘Gateways’ into the village, and their associated 
‘Approaches’. In a couple of cases, along a route there is an ‘outer’ and an ‘inner’ gateway. They are 
listed below, and their locations are shown on Figure VS3. 

6.40 Visually, the approaches and gateways are important because they ‘advertise’ what the village has to 
offer, and reflect ‘how it sees itself’, especially in terms of local ‘character’ and ‘distinctiveness’. For 
this reason, they are a contributing factor in judgements about the levels of value of Exceptional Key 
Views which are located at / along them. 

6.41 The extent of the gateways’ ‘areas of influence’ depends on their individual landscape / villagescape 
visual and character context. Each gateway has a very different character, reflecting its locality’s 
natural, historic / cultural and social influences.  

6.42 Some of the approaches are historic routes, used for centuries − even millennia − by people travelling 
to the Malvern Hills. The length of the identified approaches is based on factors such as the association 
with / degree of influence of the village as one travels along them, and at which point a rural landscape 
transitions into a suburban one; some are longer than others for this reason.  

6.43 The gateways and approaches identified are as follows: 

• Gateway 1 (Upper Wyche): Area around junction of B4218 and B4232, after emerging from west 
side of Wyche Cutting. ‘Outer’ gateway - see Approach 8 (Walwyn Road) 

• Gateway 2 (Evendine Corner) 

• Approach 2 (Evendine Lane): From Jubilee Drive to Evendine Corner / Gateway 2 

• Gateway 3a (B4218 / Tan House): Area around Tan House and the 30mph sign. ‘Outer’ gateway 

• Gateway 3b (Colwall Green):  

• Approach 3 (B4218): From SW side of Barton Court to Tan House / Gateway 3. Note that the 2001 
VDS said: ‘A special approach is along the B4218 past Barton Court, under the old wooden bridge 
across the road. Here open ‘parkland’ landscape leads the eye up to British Camp.  

• Gateway 4 (Mill Lane): Oak tree adjacent to new primary school 

• Approach 4 (Mill Lane): From point where fp crosses Mill Lane near Upper Mill to oak at Gateway 
4 

• Gateway 5 (Old Church Road): Colwall Stone: area where fps cross Old Church Road near 
Grovesend Farm 
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• Approach 5 (Old Church Road): From Old Orchard Lane to Gateway 5 

• Gateway 6 (Mathon Road): Around junction with Redland Drive 

• Approach 6 (Mathon Road): From small watercourse c. 200m along lane north of Redland Drive, 
to Redland Drive / Gateway 6 

• Gateway 7 (Brockhill Road): Area around miniature railway at northern end of Downs School 

• Approach 7 (Brockhill Road): From point where Brockhill Road crosses east - west trackway 
along northern parish boundary to Downs School / Gateway 7 

• Gateway 8 (Walwyn Road): Area around junctions of Walwyn, Brockhill and Old Church Roads. 
Grassed triangle / traffic island with bus shelter, tree and seat 

• Approach 8 (Walwyn Road): From Upper Wyche / Gateway 1 to Brockhill & Old Church Roads 
junction / ‘Inner’ Gateway 8  

• Gateway 9 (Colwall Station): Mainly a gateway for visitors arriving by train, but the station is also 
the gateway to the village when walking west along the fp that links to the Hills (themed trail and 
close to route of Geopark Way) 

• Approach 9 (Railway): Train passengers only. From SW end of tunnel through Hills to Cummin’s 
Farm  

SIGNIFICANT VEGETATION 

6.44 Both within and beyond the village, mature vegetation (predominantly trees − native / plantation 

woodland, orchards, and ornamental groups of / isolated specimen trees − but also hedgerows), 
individually and / or in combination, makes a significant contribution to landscape character, setting / 
context and function, and thus visual amenity. It also affects how views are experienced, as it can 
screen, filter, or frame them. In addition, it adds to the diversity of visual experience by changing the 
landscape’s colours and textures with the seasons. 

6.45 The vegetation gives rise to strong patterns in the landscape, for example irregularly-shaped fields 
reflecting historic enclosures; linear belts of native riparian woodland articulating lines of watercourses; 
and green belts and gaps within and around the built-up areas, creating metaphorical and literal 
‘breathing spaces’.  

6.46 The wide variety of plant species and types of planting arrangements throughout the area is a defining 
and distinctive characteristic which engenders a unique sense of place. Each of the different types 
reflects different aspects of Colwall’s natural, cultural and social influences.  

6.47 The ‘significant vegetation’ (in both parish and village) includes:  

• individuals and groups of tall ornamental evergreens associated with older, larger properties (many 
planted in the Victorian era), churchyards and historic parks;  

• stag-headed veteran oak and ancient woodland;  

• plantation woodland; 

• old hedgerows with escaped mature trees (field boundaries and along lanes);  

• mature ornamental avenues of trees (mainly along Walwyn Road and at Colwall Green);  

• incidental orchards, both traditional and modern; and 

• decorative trees in public areas.  

6.48 Clearly some of the trees are reaching the ends of their useful lives. Factors include old age, damage, 
pests and diseases. There is evidence of ongoing field boundary hedgerow removal. In many areas, 
the loss of tree / hedgerow cover would result in highly noticeable changes to both local and wider 
landscape character, and to views / visual amenity.  
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6.49 Some changes may be beneficial, others may be adverse. In some areas, trees and hedges are much 
taller and / or denser than they used to be, screening views which once were either eyesores, or fine 
panoramas (see assessment of VDS views below). 

6.50 As advised above, it must be borne in mind that this 2019 study represents a ‘snapshot in time’, and 
anyone using the study as a source of reference should check the baseline situation, especially in 
terms of vegetation, carefully, to determine whether or not it has changed since.  

2) Assessment of 2001 VDS Exceptional Key Views 

6.51 The 2019 visual study’s aims included revisiting the 2001 VDS views study, checking / updating its 
findings, producing a more detailed evidence-base, and developing ‘exceptional’ value criteria. 

6.52 The study involved determining:  

a. what material changes in the landscape baseline situation had occurred between 2001 and early 
2019, and whether they have affected any of the VDS views;  

b. whether each VDS views was still Exceptional and worthy of protection; and 

c. if no longer the case, whether the status of Exceptional could be re-established (for example, if now 
screened by vegetation / fencing which could potentially be removed, or spoilt by ‘temporary’ 
detractors such as intensive horse-keeping and polytunnels).  

6.53 The methods used and processes followed for this part of the exercise are described in the sections 
above.   

6.54 The 2001 VDS identified a total of 31 ‘Important (now renamed ‘Exceptional’) Views Into and Out Of 
the Village’ that it was considered should be protected. Their locations are shown on a map in the VDS 
document; however, the map is not detailed, and in many cases it is difficult to work out the precise 
location of a VDS viewpoint, or what the direction / focus of the view should be. In addition, there were 
certain views which are now wholly or partially screened by vegetation6, fencing and / or built form. 
Fortunately, one of the members of the team which carried out the 2001 VDS visual study was able to 
assist where there was doubt. 

6.55 All the 2001 VDS VPs are now shown on Figure VS3 − Viewpoint Location Plan (it was agreed that 
the VPs would be numbered from 1 - 31: VPs 1 - 16 are ‘into’ the village, and 17 - 31 are ‘out of’ the 
village). In some cases, if the view is along a route or there is more than one location in an area from 
which views can be gained, VPs have been subdivided (for example VPs 8a and 8b) 

6.56 In addition, each VP and its view is illustrated and described on an individual sheet, along with a note 
about the factors which contribute to its High value / Exceptional status, and where relevant, comments 
explaining for example why the VP is no longer Exceptional and ‘obsolete’ (see schedules in Appendix 
A).  

6.57 The ‘visual value factors’ are shown on Figure VS2. As explained above, this figure is a PDF consisting 
of several layers of information. The VPs are also on one of the layers, to make it easier to see which 
value factors apply to which viewpoint, and analyse them.  

6.58 For example, VP22 is at the end of a public footpath running through the URPG at Barton Court, and 
which passes close to the associated SM, Grades II and II* listed buildings, and ornamental water 
feature. There is an exceptional view of British Camp from this point, and the long profile of the northern 
half of the Hills is also visible. An historic lime avenue flanks the road, and there is a view of the fine 
historic parkland and ornamental trees (with characteristic ‘browsing line’) to the south. To the south 
east of the VP are the highly important and distinctive historic landscapes and significant features 
around Netherpaths and Oldcastle Farm (Grade II listed buildings), probably one of the oldest parts of 
the village, especially as it is as along ancient routes to the Hills. There is also a section of what is 
believed to be a Roman road, a moated site, and fishponds. The popular ‘Literary Trail Around the 
Malverns’ runs along this part of the B4218. 

6.59 Even if a VDS view was no longer considered Exceptional because it is now screened or ‘spoiled’ (and 
no other High value factors apply), it was still noted and recorded, a) to keep track of changes in the 
baseline situation over time, for reference, and b) so that if the view would still be Exceptional if 

 
6 As a rough average, the annual growth rate of the range of tree species likely to be found in the local area is around 
30cm per annum, so trees which were seedlings in 2000 could have grown to 6 metres tall by 2018.  
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vegetation (or other ‘temporary’ feature such as fencing), or detractors, were removed, its Exceptional 
status could be reinstated if / when the screen / detractor has gone (see below).  

6.60 Of the thirty-one Exceptional Key Views identified in 2001, a total of twenty-four are still considered 
Exceptional in 2019. 

6.61 The 2019 study concluded that six of the seven views categorised as No Longer Exceptional (at VPs 

13, 16, 26, 27, 29 and 31) were ‘Permanently Obsolete’ (NB excluding VP4 − see below). This was 
due to the relatively permanent / probably irrevocable nature of the changes which had occurred since 
2001. However, at VP18, although not currently Exceptional, it was concluded that there was the 
potential for the view to be Exceptional again in the future, for example if vegetation was cut back.  

6.62 In some cases, the apparent locations of the 2001 VPs and / or the direction / focus of the view was 
adjusted to reflect the situation on the ground in 2019. At VP4, vegetation now screens the view; so, 
because the focus of the view had been on a particular field, the VP was moved further north at a point 
where there was a view of the field, albeit looking in a different direction; also, it was considered that 
the new VP was a better alternative, since there are several high value features present that were not 
visible from the old VP.  

6.63 In one case, a new (2019) VP replaces a permanently ‘obsolete’ VP (VP44 replaces VP27 - see below).  

6.64 Also, in some cases the 2001 view was either into or out of the village; the 2019 study concluded that 

at certain VPs there were Exceptional Key Views in both − and sometimes all − directions (for example 
at VPs 11 and 30).  

3) Identification of New Exceptional Key Views 2019 

6.65 The 2001 VDS did not include any Exceptional Key Views into the village from the Malvern Hills or 
other elevated outlying areas such as Oyster Hill, or Exceptional Key Views within the village itself. 
Therefore, another of the 2019 visual study’s aims was to identify new views to be added to the 
Exceptional Key Views list.   

6.66 A total of fourteen new Exceptional Key Views were identified (at VPs 32 - 45). 

6.67 The new VPs are shown on Figure VS3. Each is illustrated and described on an individual sheet, along 
with a note about the factors which contribute to its High value / Exceptional status (see schedules).  

6.68 Nine new VPs are ‘into’ the village (but see VP40 below). Of these, seven are from the Malvern Hills 
(at VPs 37 - 43), and one (at VP36) is from Oyster Hill. The other (at VP45) is on the parish’s northern 
boundary.  

6.69 One view is ‘out of’ the village, at VP44 (Colwall Stone). 

6.70 Two views are both ‘into’ and ‘out of’ the village (at VP34 along Evendine Lane, and VP35 at 
Netherpaths / Oldcastle), and two (VPs 32 along Walwyn Road and 33 at Colwall Green) are ‘within’ 
the village.  

6.71 VP44 replaces an ‘obsolete’ VP27, as it is considered a good (probably better) alternative to the ‘lost’ 
VP, offering fine views of British Camp, Oyster Hill, and several other high value features including 
Grade II* St. James the Great church. 

6.72 The view from VP40 has been categorised as Exceptional on the basis of its likely importance in the 
near future: VP40 is on Jubilee Hill summit, and the mature larch plantation on the slopes below now 
screens what would otherwise be exceptional westward views over the village and parish (similar to 
those available from VPs 39 and 41). However, as they have reached the end of their useful lives, the 
trees are likely to be removed fairly soon (see MHC Land Management Plan 2016 - 2021), so an 
Exceptional Key View will open up. Although it is understood new woodland would be planted to 
replace the larch, given the angle of slope it will take many years for the trees to grow to the same 
height as the larch (which are approximately 130 years old).   

4) Verification of 2013 LSCA Levels of Visual Sensitivity 

6.73 The final aim of the 2019 visual study was to verify the levels of visual sensitivity of each of the LSCA 
Areas (excluding those already / to be developed). Although the 2013 LSCA report, schedules and 
Capacity Plan were updated in 2018 in the light of subsequent changes to the baseline landscape 
situation in and around the village, for most of the LSCA Areas, levels of visual sensitivity were not 
specifically considered in the 2018 updates.  
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6.74 It was thus important to compare the 2018 LSCA and 2019 visual sensitivity study results, in order to 
determine whether any changes to levels of visual sensitivity could potentially affect / alter levels of 
overall capacity. This exercise entailed checking the current degree of visibility and levels of visual 
value etc. of each undeveloped LSCA Area, and determining the 2019 levels of visual sensitivity (see 
method / process in sections above). 

6.75 The visual study concluded that in early 2019, the levels of visual sensitivity of all of the undeveloped 
LSCA Areas are the same as those set out in the 2018 LSCA schedules.  

6.76 The LSCA visual sensitivity levels are shown on Figure 4 − LSCA Visual Sensitivity Plan. 
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7 Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 

Summary and Conclusions 

7.1 One of the main aims of the 2019 visual study was to deliver a robust and objective, evidence-base 
that would be used to inform and underpin a new NDP policy on views and visual amenity. The purpose 
of the policy would be to ensure that Colwall’s views and visual amenity are considered when new 

development or other form of change is being planned, and that the most exceptional ‘local’ views − 

especially those most sensitive to change − are protected and respected, and, where appropriate / 
feasible, enhanced. The overarching aim of the new policy is to help ensure high quality, both in 
planning applications and new developments. 

7.2 In order to achieve this aim, the study had to identify which of Colwall’s views are the most valuable, 
and why. 

7.3 The 2019 study was based on the 2001 VDS, which had already identified a total of thirty-one 
Exceptional Key Views into and out of the village (see Section 2 for explanation of change of term from 
‘Important’ to ‘Exceptional’). However, due to the 2001 study’s limited evidence and lack of criteria, it 
was necessary to check and test each of these views in order to establish why they were Exceptional, 
and whether they were still Exceptional in the light of any changes to the baseline situation which had 
occurred since 2001.  

7.4 A total of twenty-four of the thirty-one views are still considered Exceptional in 2019. 

7.5 The 2019 study also identified a total of fourteen new Exceptional Key Views into, out of, and within 
the village, including views from the Malvern Hills and Oyster Hill, which had not been included in the 
2001 study.  

7.6 The study provides an overview of the key factors that contribute to Colwall’s most highly valuable and 
significant views. These include: 

i. The overall distinctiveness and sense of place of, and characteristic diversity of, each of the 
individual areas that form part of the village. Each area’s identity is determined by its location, and 
its surrounding context and setting.  

ii. The importance of gaps between, and over, built form, allowing views of that part of the village’s 
particular landscape context and setting. 

iii. The intactness of many of the local area’s characteristic / traditional landscape elements and 
features, and the high quality of most of the landscapes generally. 

iv. The area’s unique and complex topography. It is the elevation of the viewpoint as well as its location 
that determines a) the nature and context / setting of the view, and b) how the view is experienced. 
Also, when the area’s distinctive topography is visible, it helps to orientate the viewer, and it 
contributes significantly to one’s sense of place.  

v. The many public rights of way that traverse and link throughout the local area, including themed 
trails and cycle routes: the majority are very well-used, and are popular with locals and visitors 
alike. This increases levels of visual value. 

vi. The various approaches into the village, and clear ‘gateways’; they are important because they 
‘advertise’ what the village has to offer, and reflect ‘how it sees itself’, especially in terms of local 
‘character’ and ‘distinctiveness’. They are a contributing factor in judgements about levels of visual 
value. 

vii. The highly diverse forms of ‘significant’ vegetation in and around the village, all of which make 
highly important contributions to local character, distinctiveness and sense of place. This vegetation 
also performs the highly important function of helping to effectively integrate the settlement into the 
surrounding landscape.  

7.7 A further aim of the 2019 visual study was to verify the levels of visual sensitivity the LSCA Areas 
(excluding those already / to be developed). It concluded that in early 2019, the levels of visual 
sensitivity of all of the undeveloped LSCA Areas are the same as those set out in the 2018 LSCA 
schedules.  
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Recommendations 

7.8 When viewed from elevated locations on the Malvern Hills’ summits and slopes, the land below is seen 
more in plan-form. Characteristic landscape patterns are clearly visible, and roofscapes are exposed; 
however, the view is rarely a bird’s-eye one, and it is important to note that even from the highest 
points, roofs, building elevations and surrounding hard and soft surfaces are likely to be seen in 
combination as well as within the wider character context, so should not be treated separately. 

7.9 The siting, orientation and layout of new development, and the treatment of all visible surfaces − 

especially their colour and texture − should be considered from high-level as well as low-level 
viewpoints, and the character context within which they would be seen factored in. 

7.10 Many of the Exceptional Key Views from lower levels are special because the Hills’ distinctive profile, 
or individual summit, on the skyline is not interrupted, and the intervening landscapes / villagescapes 
are of good quality. New development proposals should therefore consider whether what is proposed 
would interrupt the skyline, or would compete with key focal points which are intervisible, and respect 
/ enhance the aspects of character that are locally-distinctive and contribute to the area’s sense of 
place. 

7.11 On a general note, it is important not to place too much reliance on trees and other vegetation to 
screen views in the future, for example where existing or new planting is required to block ‘unattractive’ 
views of new development. This is due to factors such as pests and diseases, climate change, 
pollution, lack of management, biosecurity and so on, that could adversely affect establishment and 
growth. Species such as ash are already at risk of being eradicated by disease in certain parts of the 
country.  

7.12 New development should ensure that new tree planting is not only appropriate, and characteristic of 
the locality in which it is proposed, but will also be as long-lived and resilient as possible. 

7.13 It may be helpful to publish the visual study baseline figures as stand-alone documents, since the 
LSCA’s baseline evidence is not readily accessible, and is in a format that cannot be easily updated.  

7.14 The 2019 Visual Study will be a key source of reference for those planning new development in and 
around Colwall. It should help to achieve the aim of ensuring high quality standards in both planning 
applications and new developments, commensurate with the quality of the Malvern Hills AONB’s 
landscapes, especially those in and around Colwall village. High quality development is likely to be 

more successful − not just in protecting and enhancing the visual quality and qualities of the area, but 
also in delivering meaningful economic, social and environmental benefits for everyone.  

 

 

Carly Tinkler BA CMLI FRSA MIALE 
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VP1: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

Within (on north-eastern boundary of) parish. West side of Wyche Cutting. Area around junctions of B4218 
and B4232, looking from north west to south. 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Iconic ‘first’ view of Herefordshire when travelling west through / emerging from Wyche Cutting. VP is at 
approximately the same location as MHAONB Special VP26, and the view corridors are the same.  

Experienced by large numbers of people including tourists. High quality, uninterrupted long-distance 
panoramic views towards Wales and mountains on skyline. Strong sense of place. Outer gateway to, and 
first view of, village (Gateway 1). Also start of village Approach 8.  

Upper Colwall settlement set within fine, mature vegetation including avenue trees. Characteristic brick / 
render cottages with slate-tiled roofs.  

Important small, popular green open space with seat and Malvern spring water feature in foreground of view, 
and also key viewing point. Decorative bus stop opposite (and public toilets). 

Adjacent SSSI and SWS (Malvern Hills), and several PHI sites.  

Open Access / Common Land. On route of Three Choirs Way, Geopark Way and other themed trail. Wyche 
Innovation Centre nearby (home to Malvern Hills GeoCentre and café).  

Few detractors in view, apart from old roadside railings and street furniture / signage clutter. Important to 
note that apart from uppermost houses, built form does not interrupt views of the skyline in more elevated 
key views around this area, and should not be allowed to do so in future. Also that roofscapes are important 
element of view, so choice of materials and colours / textures must be carefully considered.   

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP1 looking west / south west from Wyche Cutting 
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VP1 looking south west over Upper Colwall 

 

VP1 looking south west / south along Walwyn Road and Jubilee Drive 
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VP2: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

Within parish, near eastern boundary. Along eastern end of public footpath off Chase Road, looking west / 
south west 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Along Chase Road, most views westwards over village and beyond to distant horizon are screened / filtered 
by trees along road and on Hills’ mid-slopes. VP2 is at a gap where public fp joins road: from this point, fine, 
long-distance, panoramic views open up, with village in mid-ground. Strong sense of place engendered esp. 
by wooded slopes of Malvern and Oyster Hills. 

Fp runs through URPG (Linden).  

Adjacent SSSI and SWS (Malvern Hills), and SWS on slopes to south. Adjacent ancient woodland blocks.   

Adjacent Open Access / Common Land. Geopark Way runs along connecting fps and joins Chase Road 
further north; also other themed trail. Access to Three Choirs Way along Hills’ ridgeline. Local fps provide 
direct access into village e.g. via station and Broadwood Drive. Pub (Chase Inn) nearby. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP2 
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VP3: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction: 

Within parish, near eastern boundary. Gardiner’s Common area below Jubilee Drive, looking in arc from 
north to south  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Fine, high quality long-distance panoramic views towards Wales and mountains on skyline from Hills’ mid-
slopes. Common is well-managed. Strong sense of place and local distinctiveness. View experienced by 
large numbers of people especially tourists. Village visible below (mainly Colwall Stone area). 

Trees on common have grown up since 2001 but uninterrupted views still available.  

Grade II and II* listed buildings and structures at / around Perrycroft just south of VP, and its associated 
URPG (nearby fp runs through). 

Adjacent SSSI and SWS (Malvern Hills), and several SWS / ancient woodlands / PHI sites in vicinity on hill 
slopes west of Jubilee Drive.   

Gardiner’s Quarry east of road (LGS (provisional)). 

Open Access and Common Land. Close to, and with good links to, Geopark Way, other themed trails, and 
local fp network, with direct access to village via fps leading to station and Evendine. Good car parking and 
other facilities including café (Kettle Sings).  

Some detractors around café area e.g. fencing, erosion and clutter but could be restored / improved. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP3 from Gardiner’s Common  
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VP3 near Kettle Sings  

 

VP3 from Kettle sings  
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VP4: Exceptional view out of village  

Location / Direction:  

Within eastern sector of parish. View continuous along section of public footpath north of Evendine Lane, 
looking in arc from north to south. NB in 2001, view was from Evendine Lane, by bench, looking north  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Maturing roadside vegetation now obscures 2001 VDS view (see photo below), focus of which was old 
strawberry field on hill slopes with context of wooded hills of West Malvern beyond, and Worcestershire 
Beacon just visible on far skyline.  

Alternative 2019 VP identified where strawberry field is still focus of view, but looking south with context of 
British Camp beyond. Clear, uninterrupted view to British Camp. Profile of Hills also visible looking in arc 
from north to south, with glimpsed view of Worcestershire Beacon to north. Woodland largely screens views 
to west. 

View across traditional pasture fields, bounded by mature native trees and hedgerows. VP excellent 
illustration of Colwall’s highly distinctive context and setting at foot of Hills. Landscapes are very good 
representations of the various NCAs and LCTs in local and wider area.  

Significant features on hill slopes in close proximity to / vicinity of VP include Grade II / Grade II* listed 
buildings and structures at / around Perrycroft and its associated URPG; SWSs; several PHI sites; and 
ancient woodlands. 

VP is on fp between Hills and village: local fp network (and themed trails including Geopark Way) provides 
very good access to both, and to several significant landscape features (see above).  

Conclusions / Comments:  

The 2001 VDS VP is no longer Exceptional. If trees were cut down / layered as hedge, view may still be 
Exceptional; however, 2019 study concluded that view from the 2019 VP is a better alternative to old VP4 as 
more high value features are present in view and is Exceptional (but is now looking out of village, not into).  

VP4: new location 2019 looking south 
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VP4: new location 2019 looking north  

 

VP4: 2001 VDS location (2019) 
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VP5: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

Within parish, near southern boundary. Along public footpath south west of Hatfield Coppice, at south end 
on A449, looking north east to north west 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Along upper sections of A449 west of British Camp, and from fps to north, fine and special panoramic views 
can be gained looking northwards along Malvern Hills’ long profile over steep slope, with whole of Colwall 
village spread out below. View continues across West Malvern foothills, and on to Clee Hill on skyline. Only 
area from which village is seen from south to north, from Netherpaths to Upper Colwall, clearly illustrating its 
relationship with surrounding landscape, and context / setting. Anecdotally ‘some of best views in county’: 
excellent illustrations of Colwall’s highly distinctive context and setting at foot of Hills. Landscapes are very 
good representations of the various NCAs and LCTs in local and wider area.   

From road itself, most views to north are currently screened by unmanaged / maturing roadside vegetation 
or mature woodland. VP5 starts at southern end of fp leading to Evendine Corner / Colwall Green, and views 
open up beyond / through gaps in trees. At lower levels, focus of view is on more locally-important features. 

British Camp SM to east. Grade II listed building in close proximity. Adjacent SSSI / SWS, ancient woodland. 
Several PHI sites close by. Other listed buildings / heritage assets including URPGs visible. Northern end of 
Eastnor Castle Grade II* RPG is just south of VP. Highly important and distinctive historic landscapes and 
significant features around Netherpaths and Oldcastle Farm (Grade II listed buildings), probably one of oldest 
parts of village esp. as along ancient routes to Hills. Section of Roman road, moated site and fishponds.  

A449 is part of themed trail. Fp leads to local fp network and other themed trails; good access into village 
from south. Nearby hostelry (Malvern Hills Hotel) and roadside café, large car park, public toilets.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP5 
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VP6: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction: 

Within parish, near southern boundary. Opposite layby on A449 between British Camp and Chance’s Pitch, 
looking north east to north west 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Along upper sections of A449 west of British Camp, and from fps to north, fine and special panoramic views 
can be gained looking northwards along Malvern Hills’ long profile over steep slope, with whole of Colwall 
village spread out below. View continues across West Malvern foothills, and on to Clee Hill on skyline. Only 
area from which village is seen from south to north, from Netherpaths to Upper Colwall, clearly illustrating its 
relationship with surrounding landscape, and context / setting. Anecdotally ‘some of best views in county’: 
excellent illustrations of Colwall’s highly distinctive context and setting at foot of Hills. Landscapes are very 
good representations of the various NCAs and LCTs in local and wider area.   

Whilst most views to north are currently screened by unmanaged / maturing roadside vegetation or mature 
woodland, at VP6 there is a gap in the trees; however, VP is not on a public fp. 

British Camp SM to east. Grade II listed building in close proximity. Adjacent SSSI / SWS, ancient woodland. 
Several PHI sites close by. Other listed buildings / heritage assets including URPGs visible. Also highly 
important and distinctive historic landscapes and significant features around Netherpaths and Oldcastle Farm 
(Grade II listed buildings), probably one of oldest parts of village esp. as along ancient routes to Hills. Section 
of Roman road, moated site and fishponds. 

A449 is part of themed trail. Fp leads to local fp network and other themed trails; good access into village 
from south. Nearby hostelry (Malvern Hills Hotel) and roadside café, large car park, public toilets.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP6 
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VP7: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

Within parish, near southern boundary. Along public footpath off Chance’s Pitch / A449, looking north east 
to north west 

Along upper sections of A449 west of British Camp, and from fps to north, fine and special panoramic views 
can be gained looking northwards along Malvern Hills’ long profile over steep slope, with whole of Colwall 
village spread out below. View continues across West Malvern foothills, and on to Clee Hill on skyline. Only 
area from which village is seen from south to north, from Netherpaths to Upper Colwall, clearly illustrating its 
relationship with surrounding landscape, and context / setting. Anecdotally ‘some of best views in county’: 
excellent illustrations of Colwall’s highly distinctive context and setting at foot of Hills. Landscapes are very 
good representations of the various NCAs and LCTs in local and wider area.   

From road itself, most views to north are currently screened by unmanaged / maturing roadside vegetation 
or mature woodland. VP7 is at southern end of fp leading to Evendine Corner via Netherpaths, and an 
uninterrupted view opens up at this point. At lower levels, focus of view is on more locally-important features. 

Very good illustration of Colwall’s historic landscape character: highly important and distinctive historic 
landscapes and significant features around Netherpaths and Oldcastle Farm (Grade II listed buildings), 
probably one of oldest parts of village esp. as along ancient routes to Hills. Section of Roman road, moated 
site and fishponds. Trackway (public fp) through farm is ancient pilgrim route (and Geopark Way). Barton 
Court (SM, Grades II and II* listed buildings and URPG) visible to north west. Adjacent SWS.  

A449 is part of themed trail. Fp leads to local fp network and other themed trails; good access into village 
from south. Nearby hostelries (Wellington Inn, Malvern Hills Hotel, and roadside café), large car park, public 
toilets.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP7 
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VP8: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

Within southern sector of parish, south west of Colwall Green. On public footpath south of Barton Court. 
VP8a looking north west, VP8b looking north east to south 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

In 2001 VDS, view from VP8 was only to north east; however, 2019 study concluded that i) view of Hills is 
an arc from north east to south east, and ii) Barton Court and park / gardens to north west are highly important 
components of view, which is now included as VP8b. (See also VP22.) 

Long Hills’ profile panorama, and British Camp focal point to south east. Fine views across very good quality 
open countryside and high quality historic parkland (URPG at Grade II Barton Court, note associated SM 
and Grade II* listed dovecote). Specimen ornamental trees with characteristic ‘browsing line’. Also in close 
proximity to Netherpaths and Oldcastle Farm (Grade II listed buildings), probably one of oldest parts of village 
esp. as along ancient routes to Hills. Section of Roman road, moated site and fishponds.  

Landscapes here make highly important contribution to rural and historic context and setting of southern end 
of village. 

Woodpasture and parkland BAP habitat present, PHI sites in vicinity. 

Fp connects to Colwall Green (and pub), and continues north around west side of village. ’Literary Trail 
Around the Malverns’ runs along this part of B4218. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP8a 
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VP8b looking east 

 

VP8b looking south east 
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VP9: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

Within south-western sector of parish. At eastern end of public footpath where it joins lane between Old 
Colwall and Ledbury, adjacent to Lower Lodge, looking in arc from north east to south east. Note view 
continuous between VPs 9 and 10.  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Excellent panoramic view across good quality rolling open countryside with Hills’ long profile on skyline. 
Landscape makes highly important contribution to context and setting of village. 

Highly valuable landscapes west of lane with diverse range of important natural / cultural features including 
Oyster Hill; Grade II* Hope End, and Grade II RPG; Old Colwall URPG; other Grade II buildings associated 
with Hope End including Lower Lodge adjacent to VP; SWSs; ancient woodlands; PHI sites; and BAP habitat. 

Well-used fp network in area, importantly linking Herefordshire Trail to west across parish / through village 
to Malvern Hills and other trails to east, via local fps and themed routes including Geopark Way.  

Plantation woodland is detractor but is reaching maturity so unlikely to remain for much longer. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP9 looking north east 
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VP9 looking south east 
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VP10: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

Within south-western sector of parish. Lane south of Old Colwall looking in arc from north east to south east. 
View continues north along lane almost as far as Old Colwall. Note view continuous between VPs 9 and 10. 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Excellent panoramic view across good quality rolling open countryside with Hills’ long profile on skyline. 
Landscape makes highly important contribution to context and setting of village. 

Highly valuable landscapes west of lane with diverse range of important natural / cultural features including 
Oyster Hill; Grade II* Hope End, and Grade II RPG; Old Colwall URPG; other Grade II buildings associated 
with Hope End; SWSs; ancient woodlands; PHI sites; and BAP habitat. 

Well-used fp network in area, importantly linking Herefordshire Trail to west across parish / through village 
to Malvern Hills and other trails to east, via local fps and themed routes including Geopark Way.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP10 
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VP11: Exceptional view into and out of village 

Location / Direction:  

At south-western edge of village. On public footpaths in vicinity of cricket pitches looking in arc from north 
east to south east, and west  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

High quality views along local fps in vicinity of Colwall Cricket Club (formed 1872), crossing field to west and 
pitches. Setting probably finest of any cricket pitch in the country. Long profile of Hills: Worcestershire Beacon 
and British Camp summits both feature on skyline to east, Oyster Hill and Frith Wood to west / south west. 
Views are excellent illustration of village’s context and setting, with fine open views across rural / agricultural, 
well-wooded landscapes to west, and to Hills’ ridges and wooded slopes to east - viewer experiences 
transition between them. Very good representations of area’s NCAs and LCTs. 

Pitches form highly important open green space at edge of village and are also important local recreational 
resource. Pitches, landscapes and villagescapes are well-managed and good quality. Diverse types of 
significant vegetation visible: transition from characteristic native vegetation in rural landscapes, across 
formal / ornamental in / around village, to natural vegetation on Hills; includes fine mature oak avenue along 
north - south fp across pitches, lime avenue along track to south, and mature ornamental evergreen trees.  

Several listed buildings and PHI sites in local area. 

Views are along fps linking Oyster Hill to Malvern Hills via Old Colwall, St. James the Great church, village, 
and hill slopes / Evendine. Fp links to Geopark Way, providing access from it to the village. CRoW Act Section 
15 land along track to south. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. Note: in 2001 VDS, VP was only ‘into’ village, but 2019 study concluded 
Exceptional views both into and out of village. 

VP11 looking east  
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VP11 looking west 

 

VP11 oak avenue 
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VP12: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

On western edge of central part of village. Along Mill Lane, north west of new primary school, looking north 
east to south east 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Fine panoramic view of Hills’ profile across good quality open countryside. Both lowland and hill landscapes 
make highly important to village’s context and setting, and are very good representations of area’s NCAs and 
LCTs. Note that 2001 view has changed due to presence, in foreground of view, of Colwall’s new primary 
school (opened January 2018) (see photos below). Previously, houses and gardens east of school formed 
village edge.  

However, 2019 study concluded that new built form does not reduce high visual value of view due to a) high 
quality of school buildings and grounds, and b) fact that buildings are low and do not break skyline. 

Apart from short section west of village between Lugg’s Mill Farm and Upper Mill, Mill Lane is important 
historic approach to village (Approach 4). Lane is characteristically rural, bound by native hedges and mature 
escaped trees. Some domestication along frontages nearer village but otherwise landscapes in good 
condition.  

VP is just west of Gateway 4, which is marked by maturing ‘village boundary’ oak tree near entrance to 
school. Tree is highly important local feature (visible in second photo).  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP12 (2018) 
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VP12 before primary school built (Google Streetview extract) 
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VP13: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

Within western sector of parish, west of Colwall Stone. On public footpath north of Lugg’s Mill Farm, looking 
east  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Good view of Hills’ profile over open countryside, along local fp on approach to Lugg’s Mill Farm, just off Old 
Church Road.  

Cluster of Grades II and II* listed buildings including Church of St. James the Great c. 330m to south west, 
and accessible by fp from the VP. Mill, weir and medieval fishponds, also SWS.  

Fp links to several long-distance fps and other walking routes including Herefordshire Way, Geopark Way 
and themed trail around / through village.  

Since 2001, vegetation has grown up and partially screens views. Increase in domestication / clutter / erosion 
associated with properties / landuses has degraded view and reduced quality and value. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is no longer an Exceptional view.  

VP13 in 2019 
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VP14: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

North-western edge of village. On public footpath south of Orlin Road, looking south east  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Fine, panoramic view of Hills’ profile across good quality open countryside. Colwall settlement largely 
screened by localised topography and significant vegetation including distinctive mature ornamental 
evergreen trees which are highly characteristic of village’s landscapes. 

Fp is highly important resource for local community, providing very good access to wider fp network (themed 
trail nearby) and the Hills, and opportunity to experience wide variety of valuable features in local area. These 
include heritage assets (several Grade II listed buildings in vicinity including on edge of Colwall Stone, and 
Hoe Court URPG), ancient woodlands, SWSs, and PHI sites. VP is on edge of Conservation Area, and view 
is across it. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP14 
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VP15: Exceptional view into and out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Within village (Colwall Stone). Along Old Church Road, looking east and west  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Views at / in vicinity of Village Gateway 5, along historic approach (Approach 5) into village. Within (on 
northern edge of) Conservation Area. Highly distinctive cluster of fine, high quality Grade II listed buildings, 
representing some of village’s best traditional architecture. Locally-characteristic ornamental boundary 
treatments esp. stone walls and clipped hedges. Significant mature ornamental vegetation in gardens esp. 
evergreen trees. Area very well managed. 

Several PHI sites in local area esp. superb Traditional Orchards on north side of Old Church Road. 

Good connections from this part of Colwall to local and wider fp network and trails. Two popular cycling routes 
run along Old Church Road. Colwall Village Garden nearby, where late 19th century orchard is being restored.   

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. Note that in 2001 VDS, view was categorised as ‘into’ village but 2019 study 
concluded view was also ‘out of’ village. 

VP15 looking east 
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VP15 looking west 
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VP16: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

On parish’s northern boundary. At western end of public footpath off Mathon Road, looking south west 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Long-distance views to south west across unsettled rural / agricultural landscapes.  

Grade II listed buildings at Brockhill Farm and Hoe Court; Hoe Court also URPG. 

SWSs and PHI sites adjacent / in close proximity (including whole of Brockhill Coppice, also ancient semi-
natural woodland). Much significant vegetation in this area. Local Geological Site (provisional). 

Open Access / Common Land. Fp offers direct access to Hills, and good links to wider fp network and trails. 
Cycle route runs along Mathon Road.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is no longer an Exceptional view: since 2001, vegetation has grown up and view can only be gained by 
standing on bank  

VP16 
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VP17: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Within parish, near eastern boundary. Gardiner’s Common area below Jubilee Drive, looking north east  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

View looking up wooded Hill slopes to ridgeline. Landscapes are excellent examples of Hills’ NCA and LCT, 
and are in excellent condition. 

Direct access to SM (Shire Ditch, along ridgeline). Grade II* listed buildings and structures at Perrycroft just 
south of VP, and its associated URPG (nearby fp runs through). 

Malvern Hills is SSSI / SWS; also several PHI sites and ancient woodlands in vicinity. 

Gardiner’s Quarry is Local Geological Site (provisional).  

Very popular location. View experienced by large numbers of people, especially tourists. Open Access / 
Common Land. Good access to wider network of fps and trails. Car park. Café nearby.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP17 
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VP18: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Within western sector of parish. Public footpath off Evendine Lane, west of Herring’s Coppice, looking south  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

In 2001, would have been fine open view of British Camp on skyline across Hills’ wooded pasture slopes, 
now only glimpsed through ancient woodland / coppice - view probably fully-screened in summer. 

Fp gives good access to several notable natural and cultural / historic features. URPGs in vicinity. Herring’s 
Coppice is SWS, PHI site, and ancient semi-natural woodland.  

Evendine Lane is distinctive, old and key approach into village (Approach 2), and there are many high quality 
views along it. Much traditional vernacular e.g. roadside cottages, generally well-managed frontages, 
although some domestication / clutter. Several Grade II listed buildings along lane, although none in vicinity 
of VP. Malvern spring water feature (Evendine spout and trough) at eastern end of lane. 

Small area of Open Access / Common Land along section of Evendine Lane. Lane is well-used by locals and 
visitors esp. walkers. From fp and lane there is good access to Hills and local / wider fp network.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is no longer an Exceptional view; however, should the vegetation be removed in future, it could 
potentially be reinstated.  

VP18 in 2019 
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VP19: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Within south-western sector of parish / south west of village. Evendine Lane, looking south 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Fine view of British Camp. 

Evendine Lane is distinctive, old and key approach into village (Approach 2), and there are many high quality 
views along it. Much traditional vernacular e.g. roadside cottages, generally well-managed frontages, 
although some domestication / clutter. Several Grade II listed buildings along lane, including adjacent / in 
close proximity to VP. Malvern spring water feature (Evendine spout and trough) at eastern end of lane. 

Scatter of PHI sites in local area. 

Small area of Open Access / Common Land along section of Evendine Lane. Lane is well-used by locals and 
visitors esp. walkers. From fp and lane there is good access to Hills and local / wider fp network and themed 
trails including Geopark Way.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP19  
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VP20: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

South-western edge of village near Evendine Corner. Along public footpath off Evendine Lane, looking south 
east 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Fine, uninterrupted view across Hills’ wooded / pasture slopes with British Camp focal point on skyline. 
Landscapes are excellent examples of Hills’ NCA and LCT, and beyond some erosion / clutter associated 
with properties, are in excellent condition. 

Evendine Lane is distinctive, old and key approach into village (Approach 2, leading to Gateway 2 at 
Evendine Corner), and there are many high quality views along it. Much traditional vernacular e.g. roadside 
cottages, generally well-managed frontages, although some domestication / erosion / clutter esp. fencing 
arrangements.  

Several Grade II listed buildings along lane, including fine cluster just east of VP.  

Scatter of PHI sites in local area. 

Evendine Lane and associated fps are well-used by locals and visitors. Good access to Hills and local / wider 
fp network. VP is along Geopark Way, and near point where several local fps and themed trails join.   

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view 

VP20  
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VP21: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Within southern sector of parish. Along road / at public footpath north of Barton Farm near Chance’s pitch, 
looking in arc from north west to south west  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

View is excellent example of high quality, well-managed rural Herefordshire (and AONB) landscapes. Fine 
panoramic view, albeit elevation of VP at toe of British Camp slopes means visual envelope is restricted to 
wooded hills on skyline, thus local landscape character is focus of view. Views illustrate Colwall’s highly 
distinctive context and setting at foot of Hills. Predominantly intact landscape patterns, characteristic 
elements and features, landscapes are very good representation of NCAs and LCTs in area.  

Many features of high landscape value within view / in relatively close proximity; in arc from south west to 
north east: Eastnor Castle Grade II* RPG; Frith Wood; Oyster Hill; Grade II* Hope End, and Grade II RPG; 
other Grade II buildings associated with Hope End; Old Colwall URPG. VP also in close proximity to Barton 
Court (Grades II and II* listed buildings, URPG). Anecdotally suggested that view is the subject of William 
Langland’s Piers Plowman.  

Several PHI sites in local area, esp. at Barton Court. Local Geological Site (provisional) nearby. 

Well-used local fps with good access to wider fp network and themed trails (including along B4218).  

Although detractors in view, large scale modern agricultural units existed in 2001 (albeit smaller 
development). Pale roofs give rise to adverse visual effects where visible. However, a) units are relatively 
small component of much wider panoramic view (photos below only illustrate part of it), and b) at some point 
in future, pale roof colour could be darkened, and trees could be planted to screen / filter (so long as locally-
characteristic arrangements and species - existing screen planting to south west is also detractor as trees 
are not characteristic of area and block looks artificial). 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view.  

VP21 looking south west 
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VP21 looking north west 
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VP22: Exceptional view into and out of village 

Location / Direction:  

South west edge of village. On B4218 in between road junction with B4218 south of Barton Court and Tan 
House Farm, looking in all directions  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Area is ‘Exceptional view hotspot’, with several high value features / factors in vicinity and within view. Also 
along Approach 3, and just west of outer village Gateway 3a.   

Exceptional and very high quality close view of British Camp across fields from this point, and fine long profile 
of Hills including Worcestershire Beacon to north west. To west / north west Oyster Hill, Grade II* Hope End, 
and Grade II RPG; Old Colwall URPG; other Grade II buildings associated with Hope End. Also in close 
proximity to other Grade II listed buildings (south west of Colwall Green, Netherpaths and Oldcastle Farm, 
probably one of oldest parts of village esp. as along ancient routes to Hills. Section of Roman road, moated 
site and fishponds.  

Landscapes here make highly important contribution to rural and historic context and setting of southern end 
of village. (See also VP8). 

VP includes section of fp through URPG at Barton Court; fp also passes close to SM, Grades II and II* listed 
buildings, and ornamental water feature. Road is flanked by historic lime avenue. View also across fine 
historic parkland and ornamental trees (with characteristic ‘browsing line’) to south.  

Woodpasture and parkland BAP habitat present, PHI sites in vicinity. 

‘Literary Trail Around the Malverns’ runs along this part of B4218. Pub (Yew Tree) at Colwall Green (inner 
Gateway 3b). 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. Note: in 2001 VDS, VP was only ‘into’ village, but 2019 study concluded 
Exceptional views both into and out of village. 

VP22a looking south east 
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VP22a looking west 

 

VP22a looking south west  
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VP22b 
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VP23: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Within village, at Colwall Green. On Walwyn Road, near sports pitch looking in arc from south west to north 
west  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Fine view across grassed pitches and well-vegetated railway line, and high quality rural open countryside 
beyond to Frith Wood and Oyster Hill in relatively close proximity on skyline. Many high value landscape 
features associated with Oyster Hill visible (Grade II* Hope End, and Grade II RPG; Old Colwall URPG; other 
Grade II buildings associated with Hope End). 

Highly important green gap in settlement; view is very good illustration of village’s rural context and setting 
to west.  

Grade II listed buildings and historic parkland character visible at Brockbury Hall in mid-ground (house late 
C17 but earlier core; gardens, and landscape park (SMR) C17 / 18). Also Grade II listed building adjacent 
VP.  

Significant vegetation along railway corridor, around Brockbury Hall, and in woodland belts and blocks / along 
field boundaries, mostly in very good condition. 

Well-used pitches have important local recreational function and are Section 15 CRoW Act land (as is much 
of Colwall Green). Very good access from Green to local and wider fp network, esp. as many of the fps link 
long-distance trails from west (Herefordshire Trail / Oyster Hill and associated features) to east (Three Choirs 
Way, Worcestershire Way), including via Geopark Way, which runs along fp to south west of VP and crosses 
Colwall Green nearby (also along ancient pilgrim route). Other themed trails in vicinity. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP23  
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VP24: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Within village, at Colwall Green. Along Walwyn Road near old school, looking east / south east  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Colwall Green (Open Access / Common Land) and old school in foreground of view, British Camp focal point 
on skyline, above Evendine. Green is highly important and valuable feature of Colwall village, with distinct 
local character and sense of place. Setting and context of village nestling at foot of Hills.  

Views from road framed by highly characteristic and distinctive avenue trees along Walwyn Road.  

Bench and memorial to parish councillor David Percy, inscribed ‘He knew the value of this village and 
honoured it’. 

Extensive CRoW Act Section 15 land on / around Green. Good access to local fp network and themed trails 
/ Hills.  

2001 VDS view through gap (grassed field) north of school, but since then trees have grown along western 
boundary so view towards Hill summits and slopes to east now filtered / screened esp. in summer.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view, although current visual value would be increased if trees to east were 
removed. 

VP24 looking south east 
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VP24 looking east 
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VP25: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Within village, between Colwall Stone and Colwall Green. At southern end of public footpath off Walwyn 
Road, looking north east  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

View across traditional pasture fields, bounded by vegetation. Edges of settlement partially visible. Visual 
envelope restricted due to screening by localised topography, built form and / or dense, mature vegetation. 
Summit of Worcestershire Beacon just visible on skyline in distance.  

Field forms part of strategic green gap between Colwall Stone and Colwall Green north of Walwyn Road, 
and is an important and integral part of village’s traditional rural context and setting. 

Vegetation is diverse and of mixed quality and condition, some is significant. Includes fine riparian trees esp. 
alder along watercourse to west; native hedgerows and mature escaped oak; plantation woodland (mixed 
broadleaved / coniferous) at Ballard Wood; ornamental vegetation esp. along rear garden boundaries to east. 

VP opposite Grade II* listed Brook House and associated Grade II* listed barn. Also Grade II listed cottage 
near Brook House and others in vicinity of VP. Several PHI sites scattered throughout local area. 

Very well-used local fp through field, with good access to wider fp network and themed trails / Hills, as well 
as to Colwall Village Garden, locally-important heritage / cultural assets near Grovesend Farm to north, and 
Conservation Area.  

Some detractors visible including telegraph poles / wires and erosion / domestication of boundaries. New 
houses under construction in 2018 / 19 partially visible through trees on land adjacent, west of watercourse.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP25a  
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VP26: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Within village, between Colwall Stone and Colwall Green. Off Walwyn Road looking south east 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

In 2001, and until recently, view was from public fp, looking across small grassed field, over railway and 
towards Hills summits and slopes, esp. British Camp. Since 2001, trees along railway have grown up and 
screened / filtered views of Hills (see 2013 photo below). 

Field used to form highly important and significant open green gap (and recreational / ecological resource) 
between Colwall Stone and Colwall Green, preventing coalescence. Several highly valuable natural and 
cultural assets in vicinity of VP. In 2013 LSCA, was Areas 10 and 10A; gap continued northwards through 
LSCA Area 11 (field associated with VDS VP25).   

In 2017, fp through field was closed and diverted. Areas 10 and 10A have been, or will be, developed. View 
is currently screened from road by hoarding. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is no longer an Exceptional view. 

VP26 in 2013, looking south east along footpath 
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VP26 in 2013, looking north west along footpath 

 

VP26 in March 2017 
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VP27: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Within village at Colwall Stone. On Old Church Road, looking south east  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

In 2001, view was south-eastwards from Old Church Road across field towards Oyster Hill on skyline, but 
view now screened by maturing vegetation and robust hedges along road / in gardens. However, at section 
where roadside hedge cut back (and when low enough) view of British Camp on skyline to south east across 
field.  

VP is within and across Conservation Area. Fine views of several highly distinctive Grade II listed buildings 
along road west of VP at Gateway 5 (see VP15).  

Several fps in vicinity giving good access to local and wider network / long-distance and themed trails, and 
many valuable natural and cultural assets in local area. VP is along popular cycle route.   

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is no longer an Exceptional view. The view of British Camp is only glimpsed; 2019 VP44 offers a much 
better view of British Camp, Oyster Hill, and several other high value features. 

VP27  
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VP28: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Village centre (Colwall Stone). Colwall railway station and footbridge over railway, looking in arc from north 
east to south west 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Station is highly important gateway into village (Gateway 9): mainly for visitors arriving by train, but also 
walkers arriving from Hills. From platform and bridge, mature, significant vegetation along railway currently 
screens lower-level views and some of Hills’ summits including British Camp, but note that Network Rail may 
cut back periodically. Fine, elevated views from footbridge over railway in arc from north to south west. Long 
profile of Hills, Worcestershire Beacon visible to north east, Oyster Hill to south west. Some detractors in 
views, especially modern light industrial units adjacent station with pale cladding: effects would be lessened 
if cladding darker. Succession of views of Colwall village and its rural / historic context and setting from trains 
along railway line both north east and south west of station (Approach 9: extends from end of tunnel through 
Hills to Cummin’s Farm). 

Several Grade II and II* listed buildings in this part of village. Stone feature at crossroads is understood to 
be base of Bronze Age menhir: provenance unclear, but features in local historical folklore (hurled by giant 
from Clutter’s Cave on Hills). Site of Colwall Racecourse east of railway just south of station (from c. 1900 to 
start of WWII), and of South Herefordshire Golf Club course between station and Evendine Lane (from 1908 
to 1920). Several SWS / ancient woodlands / PHI sites in vicinity on lower and mid hill slopes, and much 
significant vegetation - predominantly native trees and woodland along railway corridor and on hill slopes, 
ornamental within village. Charlie Ballard nature reserve (undesignated wildlife area) near station on south 
side of the railway is enclosed and intimate, with seats and paths through. 

Fp over railway links to Hills (themed trail, close to route of Geopark Way and other trails / fps). Several 
hostelries in this part of village, including Colwall Park Hotel. Shops and other facilities available.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. 

VP28a: from platform looking north east 
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VP28b: from footbridge over railway looking north east (winter) 

 

VP28b: from footbridge looking south west (summer 2013) 
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VP29: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction: 

Within village, close to centre. Harbour Drive area off Walwyn Road, looking south / south east  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

In 2001, view was over adjacent Malvern Water bottling plant and railway towards British Camp to south / 
south east as focal point on skyline.  

VP on south eastern boundary of Conservation Area.  

View is now filtered / screened by intervening vegetation which has matured since 2001, fencing, and new 
housing estate on bottling plant site. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is no longer an Exceptional view. 

VP29  
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VP30: Exceptional view into and out of village 

Location / Direction:  

At eastern edge of village, east of railway. Along Broadwood Drive looking in several directions  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

2001 view was only to south east, but 2019 study identified several high value factors / features in local area 
visible from Drive, with high quality views in many different directions. Exceptional views along Broadwood 
Drive generally, from start of historic parkland north of railway, to just before houses at eastern end of Drive 
(latter is isolated cluster of modern dwellings in open countryside on Hills’ mid-slopes, which looks 
incongruous, but is on site of former fruit-canning plant). Fine views of Hills profile / wooded slopes and 
pastures, and British Camp. Views to south west (Frith Wood, Oyster Hill and longer-distance) from more 
elevated locations. Also views into village esp. across orchard to Conservation Area. 

Significant, high value vegetation of many types throughout local and in wider area is highly important factor 
in views: includes ornamental historic parkland / Victorian garden trees, traditional orchards, native woodland 
blocks and belts, and maturing trees along railway line. 

South-eastern edge of Conservation Area. Extensive and very well-managed / intact URPG (Linden), crossed 
by fps. Views towards Perrycroft URPG to south. 

SWSs, PHIs and ancient woodland on slopes clearly visible, with local fps passing through / adjacent. 

This route from village to Hills very well-used. Provides good onward access to local and wider fp network, 
long-distance and themed trails, and Open Access / Common Land.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is still an Exceptional view. Note: in 2001 VDS, VP was only ‘into’ village, but 2019 study concluded 
Exceptional views both into and out of 

VP30: historic parkland 
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VP30: traditional orchard to east 

 

VP30: traditional orchard to south 
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VP30: pasture and historic parkland trees on hill slopes to south 

 

VP30: traditional orchard and ornamental trees to north west 
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VP31: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

At northern edge of Colwall village. On public footpath in area between Walwyn Road and Brockhill Road 
looking north east 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

In 2001, view was from fp looking north-eastwards up to Hills. However, intervening significant vegetation 
(predominantly ornamental trees in gardens and holly / beech hedge) has matured and no Exceptional views 
of Hills looking north east were identified in this area in 2019. One fine view of British Camp looking north / 
north east from lower section of fp off Walwyn Road, but several detractors in foreground of view (school 
buildings / car park / visual clutter).  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is no longer an Exceptional view.  

VP31 in 2019, looking north / north east 
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2019 Visual Study Views 32 - 45 
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VP32: Exceptional view within village 

Location / Direction:  

At northern end of village. Walwyn Road / Brockhill Road / Old Church Road junction, looking north east, and 
further north along Walwyn Road looking south west 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Enclosed view leaving / approaching slopes of Hills and associated open, long distance views. 

Strong Victorian character. Significant vegetation along Walwyn Road especially ornamental hedging and 
fine mature evergreen trees, highly characteristic of village’s landscape. Contributes to sense of arrival into 
village (VP at Gateway 8 and along part of Approach 8). Walwyn Road / Brockhill Road / Old Church Road 
junction key focal point. Also point of change to more suburban, modern and diverse character of village 
centre. View experienced by large numbers of people travelling through village. 

VP within Conservation Area. Historic parkland / garden character of URPGs west and east of Walwyn Road 
(The Winnings - association with Victorian engineer, Stephen Ballard, and Linden). 

PHI deciduous woodland in grounds of The Winnings. 

VP is along cycle route themed trail. Well-used local fps lead off Walwyn Road south of The Winnings and 
to east towards Broadwood Drive. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

VP32a looking north  
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VP32a looking south (Gateway 8) 

 

VP32b looking south  
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VP33: Exceptional view within village 

Location / Direction:  

Within village, looking north along Walwyn Road towards Colwall Green (VP33a), and south west from Green 
towards British Camp (VP33b) 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Views illustrate Colwall Green’s highly distinctive character, especially context and setting of Hills to east and 
rural open countryside to west. Profile of Hills, Oyster Hill and Frith Wood visible from VP33a, and British 
Camp summit feature in views from VP33b 

VP33a at inner Gateway 3B. Green itself and fine, mature avenue trees make highly important contribution 
to sense of place, and some fine examples of local vernacular around Green - locally-characteristic Grade II 
listed buildings at northern end of, and south west of, Green. 

Green is significant open space within village and valuable local informal recreational resource and grassland 
habitat. 

Extensive CRoW Act Section 15 land on / around Green. Themed trail south of VP33a; Geopark Way / old 
pilgrim trail cross Green near VP33b. Fps connect to both local & wider footpath network including Hills. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

VP33a  
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VP33b  
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VP34: Exceptional view into and out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Within south-western sector of parish / south west of village. Midway along Evendine Lane from bench east 
of Upper House to Lower House Farm, looking along road in both directions  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Evendine Lane is distinctive, old and key approach into village (Approach 2), and there are many high quality 

views along it. Focus of view is cluster of Grade II listed buildings midway along lane, all highly locally-

distinctive and high quality. Area is well-managed. Fine views of Hills, excellent illustration of this part of 

Colwall’s rural hillside context and setting. See also VPs 19 and 20. 

Scatter of PHI sites in local area. 

Small area of Open Access / Common Land along section of Evendine Lane. Lane is well-used by locals and 
visitors esp. walkers. From fp and lane there is good access to Hills and local / wider fp network and themed 
trails including Geopark Way.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

Along VP34 looking west 
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Along VP34 looking east 
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VP35: Exceptional view into and out of village 

Location / Direction:  

Southern end of village, near Netherpaths and Oldcastle. On public footpaths, looking in several directions. 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

High quality and diverse views along local fps. British Camp focus of superb view looking south east across 
pasture and wooded slopes. Long profile of Hills to north east, including Worcestershire Beacon. Long-
distance panoramic views to north west, Oyster Hill / Frith Wood visible to west. View illustrates village’s 
context and setting at foot of Hills. Significant mature vegetation and native hedgerows border fields and 
strongly delineate southern village boundary, screening most modern built form on village edge. Landscapes 
are very good representations of the various NCAs and LCTs in local and wider area, but some loss of 
hedges along field boundaries / intensification of use esp. near Netherpaths; other detractors include 
telegraph poles / wires, and erosion / domestication of boundaries. Lombardy poplar trees along driveway to 
Oldcastle (section of Roman road) also detractor, interrupting fine panoramic views and eroding historic 
character. However, erosion / clutter situation could be improved in future.  

VP along fp that starts at Gateway 2, at western end of Approach 2 along Evendine Lane - locally-distinctive 
stone / brick building on corner. Fps cross highly important and distinctive historic landscapes with significant 
features around Netherpaths and Oldcastle Farm (Grade II listed buildings), probably one of oldest parts of 
village esp. as along ancient routes to Hills. Section of Roman road, moated site and fishponds. VP excellent 
illustration of historic farmsteads. Parkland at Barton Court (URPG) visible from fp north of Oldcastle. Also 
cluster of Grade II listed buildings in vicinity along Evendine Lane. SSSI, SWS, PHI sites and ancient 
woodland on hill slopes to south; scatter of PHI sites in vicinity, including traditional orchard north of Oldcastle. 

Well-used fps, popular with walkers (visitors / locals), with good access to wider fp network, themed trails 
Colwall Green and Hills Extensive CRoW Act Section 15 land on / around Colwall Green. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

VP35 looking south from Evendine Corner 
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VP35 looking south east from northern end of footpath 

 

VP35 looking north west from footpath south of Oldcastle 
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VP35 looking west towards Netherpaths 

 

VP35 looking north east  
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VP36: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

Just beyond parish’s western boundary. Oyster Hill summit looking in arc from south east to north east. 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Exceptional, uninterrupted long-distance panoramic views in many directions. Long profile of Hills to east, 
Abberley Hills to north, and Wales and mountains to west. VP in same location as MHAONB Exceptional 
VP34. 

Strong sense of place due to very good representations of various NCAs and LCTs encompassed in highly 
scenic vistas. Views are excellent illustration of Colwall’s highly distinctive context and setting at foot of Hills 
to east, and high quality rural landscapes to west. Majority of Colwall visible, from Upper to Green. Highly 
important function of village’s distinctive mature vegetation effectively integrating built form into landscape 
very apparent from this VP, although locally-characteristic white render on may properties articulates spread 
of settlement.  

VP is at northern tip of Hope End Grade II RPG. Adjacent to east is Old Colwall URPG. Several Listed 
Buildings within vicinity, including Grade II* Hope End House associated with poet Elizabeth Barrett 
Browning. 

Ancient woodland on slopes of Oyster Hill (also Berrington Wood nearby). VP in close proximity to PHI sites 
and SWSs. 

VP along Herefordshire Trail and Geopark Way. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

VP36 looking east  
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VP36 looking north east 
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VP37: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

c. 1.8km north of parish boundary. Sugarloaf Hill summit looking south / south west 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

High quality, uninterrupted long-distance panoramic views across Herefordshire and towards Wales and 
mountains on horizon. Experienced by large numbers of people including tourists visiting AONB and Hills.  

Predominantly intact landscape patterns, characteristic elements and features, landscapes are very good 
representation of NCAs and LCTs in area, especially undulating landscape and wooded slopes.  

Views are excellent illustrations of Colwall’s highly distinctive context and setting at foot of Hills, with 
significant mature vegetation effectively integrating built form into landscape. Brockhill Coppice and Park 
Wood form dense blocks of vegetation screening northern end of village. Majority of village can be seen, 
surrounded by high quality rural open countryside. Transitional landscapes between suburban edge and 
natural hill slope vegetation visible, and distinctive well-wooded railway line. Some detractors visible in / 
around village, mainly contrasting / pale roofs and polytunnels. 

VP close to Shire Ditch SM. Grade II* Eastnor Obelisk visible to south. VP within SSSI, SWS and PHI site.  

VP on Open Access Land, Worcestershire Way and Geopark Way, connecting with other fps on and around 
Hills. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

VP37 
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VP38: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

c. 1km north of parish boundary. Worcestershire Beacon summit looking south / south west 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Iconic, exceptional, uninterrupted long-distance panoramic views across Herefordshire and towards Wales 
and mountains. Experienced by large numbers of people including tourists visiting AONB and Hills. VP in 
same location as MHAONB Exceptional VP48.  

Predominantly intact landscape patterns, characteristic elements and features, landscapes are very good 
representation of NCAs and LCTs in area, especially undulating landscape and wooded slopes.  

Views are excellent illustrations of Colwall’s highly distinctive context and setting at foot of Hills, with 
significant mature vegetation effectively integrating built form into landscape. Brockhill Coppice and Park 
Wood form dense blocks of vegetation screening northern end of village. Majority of village can be seen, 
surrounded by high quality rural open countryside. Transitional landscapes between suburban edge and 
natural hill slope vegetation visible, and distinctive well-wooded railway line. Some detractors visible in / 
around village, mainly contrasting / pale roofs and polytunnels. 

VP on / close to Shire Ditch SM. Several listed buildings below Beacon in West Malvern. Several springs and 
wells. VP also offers clear view of site of former Colwall racecourse and golf course. 

VP within SSSI, SWS and PHI site and close to area of ancient woodland.  

VP is highly popular and significant visitor attraction. On Open Access Land and along Geopark Way, 
connecting with other fps on and around Hills. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

VP38 
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VP39: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

On parish’s eastern boundary. Perseverance Hill summit looking in arc from south west to north 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

High quality, uninterrupted long-distance panoramic views across Herefordshire and towards Wales and 
mountains on horizon with Oyster Hill in middle distance. Experienced by large numbers of people including 
tourists visiting AONB and Hills.  

Predominantly intact landscape patterns, characteristic elements and features, landscapes are very good 
representation of NCAs and LCTs in area, especially undulating landscape and wooded slopes.  

Views are excellent illustrations of Colwall’s highly distinctive context and setting at foot of Hills, with 
significant mature vegetation effectively integrating built form into landscape. Brockhill Coppice and Park 
Wood form dense blocks of vegetation screening northern end of village. Majority of village can be seen, 
surrounded by high quality rural open countryside. VP provides clear view of village, with individual dwellings 
and features discernible. Village forms larger part of overall view than in other VPs from Hills’ summits. 
Transitional landscapes between suburban edge and natural hill slope vegetation visible, and distinctive well-
wooded railway line. Some detractors visible in / around village, mainly contrasting / pale roofs and 
polytunnels. 

VP on / close to Shire Ditch SM. Overlooks several listed buildings, particularly at north end of village within 
Conservation Area. Linden URPG is just below VP.  View of Hope End RPG; VP also offers clear view of site 
of former Colwall racecourse and golf course. 

VP within SSSI, SWS and PHI site. Areas of ancient woodland close by in grounds of Linden. 

VP on Open Access Land; good connections with other fps on and around Hills. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

VP39 looking south / south west 
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VP39 looking south west  

 

VP39 looking west / north west 
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VP40: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

On parish’s eastern boundary. Jubilee Hill summit looking in arc from south west to north 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Village mostly screened by mature vegetation (predominantly locally-uncharacteristic European Larch) in 
Thirds Wood (known locally as ‘Little Switzerland’ due to ‘Alpine’ character of trees) on west side of Jubilee 
Hill. However, larch have reached final stage of their lives and are likely to be removed in near future (see 
MHC Land Management Plan 2016 - 2021). 

Without trees, views will be similar to those from VP40, and the same visual factors, features, attributes, 
characteristics etc. will apply, although from this VP there will be clear and relatively close-up views of the 
village. Also Local Geological Site (provisional) just below VP to south west at Gardiner’s Quarry. 

VP on Open Access Land; good connections with other fps on and around Hills. Themed trail runs south of 
VP, past Thirds Wood. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

If / when larch are felled, this will become a new Exceptional view; however, view may be screened again in 
future if / when new mixed woodland proposed to be planted matures. 

VP40
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VP41: Exceptional view into village  

Location / Direction:  

Just beyond parish’s eastern boundary. Pinnacle Hill summit looking in arc from south west to north 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

High quality, uninterrupted long-distance panoramic views across Herefordshire and towards Wales and 
mountains on horizon with Oyster Hill in middle distance. Experienced by large numbers of people including 
tourists visiting AONB and Hills.  

Predominantly intact landscape patterns, characteristic elements and features, landscapes are very good 
representation of NCAs and LCTs in area, especially undulating landscape and wooded slopes.  

Views are excellent illustrations of Colwall’s highly distinctive context and setting at foot of Hills, with 
significant mature vegetation effectively integrating built form into landscape. Majority of village can be seen, 
surrounded by high quality rural open countryside. VP provides clear view of village, with individual dwellings 
and features discernible. Village forms larger part of overall view than in other VPs from Hills’ summits. 
Transitional landscapes between suburban edge and natural hill slope vegetation visible, and distinctive well-
wooded railway line. Some detractors visible in / around village, mainly contrasting / pale roofs and 
polytunnels. 

VP on / close to Shire Ditch SM. Overlooks several listed buildings in / around village, and Grade II* St. 
James the Great Church discernible from VP. Grade II* Perrycroft is west of VP and its URPG is just below 
the VP. View of Hope End RPG; VP also offers clear view of site of former Colwall racecourse and golf 
course. 

VP within SSSI, SWS and PHI site. Areas of ancient woodland close by. 

VP on Open Access Land; good connections with other fps on and around Hills. Themed trail just below VP. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

VP41 
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VP42: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

Just beyond parish’s eastern boundary. Black Hill summit looking in arc from west to north 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

High quality, uninterrupted long-distance panoramic views across Herefordshire and towards Wales and 
mountains on horizon with Oyster Hill in middle distance. Experienced by large numbers of people including 
tourists visiting AONB and Hills.  

Predominantly intact landscape patterns, characteristic elements and features, landscapes are very good 
representation of NCAs and LCTs in area, especially undulating landscape and wooded slopes.  

Views are excellent illustrations of Colwall’s highly distinctive context and setting at foot of Hills, with 
significant mature vegetation effectively integrating built form into landscape. Majority of village can be seen, 
surrounded by high quality rural open countryside. Colwall Green and more scattered spread of built form in 
southern sector of village most clearly visible from VP, with individual dwellings and features discernible. 

Transitional landscapes between suburban edge and natural hill slope vegetation visible, and distinctive well-
wooded railway line. Some detractors visible in / around village, mainly contrasting / pale roofs and 
polytunnels. 

VP on / close to Shire Ditch SM. Overlooks several listed buildings in / around village, and Grade II* St. 
James the Great Church discernible from VP. Also overlooks URPGs. View of Hope End RPG; VP also offers 
clear view of site of former Colwall racecourse and golf course. 

VP within SSSI, SWS and PHI site. In close proximity to ancient woodland. 

VP on Open Access Land and themed trail; good connections with other fps on and around Hills.  

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

VP42 looking west 
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VP42 looking north west 
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VP43: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

At south-western edge of parish. British Camp summit looking in arc from west to north 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Iconic, exceptional, uninterrupted long-distance panoramic views across Herefordshire and towards Wales 
and mountains, with Oyster Hill in middle distance. Experienced by large numbers of people including 
tourists visiting AONB and Hills. VP in same location as MHAONB Exceptional VP49. 

Predominantly intact landscape patterns, characteristic elements and features, landscapes are very good 
representation of NCAs and LCTs in area, especially undulating landscape and wooded slopes. Views are 
excellent illustrations of Colwall’s highly distinctive context and setting at foot of Hills, with significant mature 
vegetation effectively integrating built form into landscape. Note significance of mature escaped oak in 
hedgelines from this VP in particular, and highly valuable contribution they make to landscape character. 
Majority of village can be seen, surrounded by high quality rural open countryside. Colwall Green and more 
scattered spread of built form in southern sector of village most clearly visible from VP, with individual 
dwellings and features discernible. Transitional landscapes between suburban edge and natural hill slope 
vegetation visible, and distinctive well-wooded railway line. Some detractors visible in / around village, mainly 
contrasting / pale roofs and polytunnels. 

VP on site of British Camp SM and in close proximity to Eastnor Castle Grade II* RPG. Highly important and 
distinctive historic landscapes and significant features around Netherpaths and Oldcastle Farm (Grade II 
listed buildings), probably one of oldest parts of village esp. as along ancient routes to Hills. View of Hope 
End RPG; VP also offers clear view of site of former Colwall racecourse and golf course. VP within SSSI, 
PHI site and SWS. Close to ancient woodland and PHI Wood Pasture and Parkland.  

VP is a highly popular and significant visitor attraction. VP on Open Access Land, on / near to Three Choirs 
Way and themed trail; good connections with other fps on and around Hills. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

VP43 
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VP44: Exceptional view out of village 

Location / Direction:  

At western edge of village (Colwall Stone). Along public footpath between Old Church Road and point just 
south of Ballard Wood, travelling south  

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

British Camp summit is clear focus of views when travelling south along fp; Hills’ long profile also visible. 
From Old Church Road (at Gateway 5) to Ballard Wood, fp and field boundaries strongly delineate western 
village boundary and edge of settlement. Looking west from fp, just south of Old Church Road, fine view of 
Grade II* St. James The Great church opens up across meadows; one of few places in village from which 
church is visible, esp. seen within traditional rural context and setting of meadow to east of church and Oyster 
Hill to west (Grade II* Hope End, and Grade II RPG; Old Colwall URPG; other Grade II buildings associated 
with Hope End). To east of fp, village edge visible across field currently grazed by sheep (identified as 
‘significant open space’ and ‘green lung’ in 2001 VDS) - relatively low quality and condition with lost 
boundaries (west half of field shown as orchard on old maps), eroded edges, clutter, lack of management 
and urbanisation to east, but significant mature vegetation in village helps to integrate built form to east and 
erosion / clutter situation could be improved in future. From VP44b further south, superb view of British Camp 
summit across field: topography screens settlement to east, so view from field to Camp is interrupted. 

VPs are within / at edge of Conservation Area. Fine cluster of Grade II listed buildings at Gateway 5 (see 
VP15). Group of locally-important heritage assets south of field (Victorian industrial heritage buildings and 
features such as vinegar / ice works and tramway, but in poor state of repair). Several PHI sites in local area. 

Several fps in vicinity giving good access to local and wider network / long-distance and themed trails, and 
many valuable natural and cultural assets in local area. Popular cycle route runs along Old Church Road. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

VP44a looking south east  
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VP44a looking west 

 

VP44b  
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VP45: Exceptional view into village 

Location / Direction:  

Within north-eastern sector of parish, just south of northern boundary. On footpath below Colwall Coppice, 
in arc from south to west 

High Visual Value Factors and Attributes:  

Fp is just off northern end of Brockhill Road (village Approach 7), and just south of the Purlieu. Fine view of 
British Camp summit on skyline, unusual angle view clearly showing profile of high hills and slopes 
transitioning to lowland. Landscapes are very good representations of the various NCAs and LCTs in local 
and wider area. Steeply-wooded slopes of Brockhill Coppice (ancient woodland) in foreground of view to 
south west, then fine, long-distance views open up to west across Herefordshire lowlands towards Woolhope 
Dome, and Black Mountains on distant skyline. Excellent illustration of village’s rural context and setting at 
foot of Hills, and of significant mature vegetation (esp. highly distinctive and characteristic ornamental 
evergreen trees) in / around village effectively integrating built form into landscape. Some localised loss of 
hedges along field boundaries and intensification of use in area including horsiculture.  

Both Brockhill Road and Purlieu likely to be highly important ancient routes so junction west of VP of 
significance. Landscape’s character has ‘ancient’ characteristics and qualities, significant time-depth, and 
sense of ‘mystery’. View over Conservation Area (northern part of village).   

Area of high value for biodiversity: VP adjacent to / in vicinity of PHI site, SWSs and ancient woodlands. 
Local Geological Site (provisional) nearby, west of VP. 

VP near Open Access Land. Fp joins Brockhill Road, and Mathon Road (near VP16). Well-used fps, popular 
with walkers (visitors / locals), with good access to wider fp network, themed trails and Hills. 

Conclusions / Comments:  

This is a new Exceptional view.  

VP45 looking south 
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VP45 looking west 
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APPENDIX B 
Figures 

 

 

Figure VS1 − Landscape Baseline: Designations and Key Features  

Figure VS2 − Landscape Baseline: NCAs and LCTs  

Figure VS3 − Viewpoint Location Plan 

Figure VS4 − LSCA Visual Sensitivity Plan  
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Figure VS4 - LSCA Visual Sensitivity PlanCarly Tinkler BA CMLI FRSA MIALE
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Table 1: Criteria for Judging Levels of Landscape Quality  

Level of 
Quality 

Definition 

Very High • Landscapes of an ‘awe-inspiring’ or ‘sublime’ nature and which are important and valued 
on an international and national level (DMRB) 

• Unspoilt areas comprising a strong, clear and highly aesthetically-pleasing composition 
of highly characteristic landscape elements and features in excellent condition and 
health, intact and distinctive  

• Excellent representation of the landscape area / type 

• Very high level of management, or care, or pristine natural / semi-natural environment 

• Exceptional scenic integrity 

• Very strong sense of place  

• Negligible or no atypical or incongruous features or detractors 

High • Very attractive landscapes which are of high value nationally and can be defined as 
highly scenic (DMRB) 

• Areas with components combined in an aesthetically pleasing composition, in very good 
condition and health  

• Very good representation of the landscape area / type 

• High level of management, or care, or natural / semi-natural environment in very good 
form and health  

• Very good scenic integrity 

• Strong sense of place 

• Few atypical or incongruous features or detractors  

Moderate • Good landscape containing areas that, although still attractive, have less significant and 
more common landscape features (DMRB) 

• Areas of some value for their landscapes, components combined in an aesthetically 
pleasing composition but showing signs of erosion and loss, in good to fair condition and 
health  

• Good to fair representation of the landscape area / type 

• Good to fair level of management, environment in good to fair form and health 

• Good to fair scenic integrity 

• Some loss of, or change to, intrinsic sense of place  

• Some atypical or incongruous features or detractors 

Low  • Ordinary landscape containing areas that have only common landscape features and 
some intrusive elements such as conspicuous infrastructure with scope for improvement 
in management (DMRB) 

• Areas of limited landscape value, disturbed and lacking coherence and structure. 
Limited aesthetically-pleasing composition. Signs of urbanisation and / or erosion, 
characteristic landscape elements and features degraded and / or lost. Poor condition / 
health  

• Limited representation of the landscape area / type 

• Limited management, or care, environment in fair to poor form and health 

• Poor scenic integrity 

• Little if any sense of place  

• Several atypical or incongruous features or detractors 
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Level of 
Quality 

Definition 

Very Low • Poor landscape with areas that contain frequent detracting aspects and/or lack of 
management which results in a degraded landscape with very few valued features 
(DMRB) 

• Areas with few or no valued landscape components or comprising degraded and / or 
lost characteristic elements and features, making negative contribution to aesthetic 
composition  

• Poor or no representation of the landscape area / type 

• Little or no management, or care, environment in very poor form and health 

• Little or no scenic integrity 

• Negative sense of place  

• Widespread atypical or incongruous features or detractors 
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Table 2: Criteria for Judging Levels of Landscape Susceptibility to Change 

Level of 
Susceptibility 

Definition 

Very High 

• The landscape is of a very large scale and / or there is a negligible level of 
containment, resulting in a significant degree of interaction between landform, 
topography, vegetation cover, field pattern and built form 

• There is no existing reference or context within the landscape to the type of change 
/ development proposed 

• Detracting features are not present in the area 

• The majority of the existing landscape characteristics / elements / features of value 
(e.g. ancient woodland, mature / veteran trees, traditional orchards etc.) could not be 
replaced / substituted and their loss could not be compensated for 

• Very limited or no opportunities for mitigation 

• The landscape receptor has a very low level of ability to tolerate the nature / scale of 
change / development proposed: permanent serious negative consequences in 
terms of the maintenance of the baseline situation 

• The proposed change / development would not comply with relevant national 
planning policies, guidance, and / or strategies 

High 

• The landscape is of a large scale and / or there is a low level of containment, resulting 
in a high degree of interaction between landform, topography, vegetation cover, field 
pattern and built form 

• There is very limited existing reference or context within the landscape to the type of 
change / development proposed 

• Few detracting features in the area and where present, these have little influence on 
the character and experience of the landscape 

• Many of the existing landscape characteristics / elements / features of value would 
not be easy to replace or substitute, and it is unlikely that loss could be compensated 
for 

• Some potential for mitigation and enhancement 

• The landscape receptor has a low level of ability to tolerate the nature / scale of 
change / development proposed: long-term / permanent consequences of concern 
in terms of the maintenance of the baseline situation 

• The proposed change / development is unlikely to comply with relevant national 
planning policies, guidance, and / or strategies 

Moderate 

• The landscape is of a medium scale and / or there is a moderate level of containment, 
resulting in a moderate degree of interaction between landform, topography, 
vegetation cover, field pattern and built form 

• There is some existing reference or context within the landscape to the type of 
change / development proposed 

• Some detracting features and / or major infrastructure are present in the area, and 
these have a noticeable influence on the character and experience of the landscape 

• Existing landscape characteristics / elements / features of limited value and could 
potentially be replaced / substituted, and / or loss satisfactorily compensated for 

• Good potential for mitigation and enhancement 

• The landscape receptor has a moderate level of ability to tolerate the nature / scale 
of change / development proposed: some concern in terms of the maintenance of 
the baseline situation without mitigation 
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• The proposed change / development may be in conflict with some relevant national 
planning policies, guidance, and / or strategies, but may comply with others 

Low 

• The landscape is small scale and / or has a high level of containment, resulting in 
only a slight degree of interaction between landform, topography, vegetation cover, 
field pattern and built form 

• There are many existing references within the landscape to the type of development 
/ change proposed 

• Several detractors present which have a negative influence on the character and / or 
experience of the landscape 

• Few / no landscape characteristics / elements / features of value are present or, 
where they are present, they can easily be replaced / substituted and / or loss could 
be satisfactorily compensated for 

• The landscape receptor has a high level of ability to tolerate the nature / scale of 
change / development proposed: limited concern in terms of the maintenance of the 
baseline situation 

• Very good opportunities for mitigation and enhancement 

• The proposed change / development is unlikely to be in conflict with relevant national 
planning policies, guidance, and / or strategies. The area / site may be allocated for 
the type of development proposed 

Very Low 

• The landscape is of such a small scale and / or has such a high level of containment, 
that there is little or no interaction between landform, topography, vegetation cover, 
field pattern and built form 

• The landscape displays the characteristics of the type of development / change 
proposed 

• Widespread detractors present which negatively influence the character and / or 
experience of the landscape 

• No landscape characteristics / elements / features of value are present  

• The landscape receptor has a very high level of ability to tolerate the nature / scale 
of change / development proposed: no concern in terms of the maintenance of the 
baseline situation 

• Change / development could result in noticeable improvements to the area 

• The proposed change / development is likely to comply with relevant national 
planning policies, guidance, and / or strategies. The area / site may be allocated for 
the type of development proposed or for restoration 
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Table 3: Criteria for Judging Levels of Landscape Value 

Level of 
Value 

Definition 

Very High • ‘Outstanding’ landscapes (ELC) 

• Internationally and / or nationally-designated landscapes e.g. World Heritage Sites, 
National Parks, AONBs 

• Presence of internationally and / or nationally-designated areas / features of 
landscape, nature conservation, archaeological, historic, geological and / or other 
importance e.g. SACs, SSSIs, Scheduled Monuments, Grade I and / or II* listed 
buildings, Registered Historic Parks and Gardens, Local Geodiversity Sites 

• Significant wider landscape / visual function e.g. Green Belt, context / setting of 
heritage asset, contribution to character of settlement of international or national 
importance 

• Landscapes in excellent condition and / or of very high quality as defined by 
appropriate criteria 

• Significant cultural associations 

• Exceptional representation of landscape area / type / characteristics and / or rare 

• Exceptional aesthetic and perceptual attributes and qualities e.g. significant scenic 
beauty, iconic views, very distinctive sense of place, very high degree of wildness / 
remoteness, tranquillity 

• No detractors present 

• The quality / qualities of, and / or features in, the landscape are likely to be the primary 
purpose of the visit 

• Significant contribution to wider public amenity, access and recreation e.g. national 
trails, Open Access Land 

• Significant Green Infrastructure assets 

High • Landscapes between ‘Outstanding’ and ‘Everyday’ (ELC) 

• Regionally / locally-designated landscapes e.g. Areas of Great Landscape Value 
(AGLV) which may be subject of strategy and / or guidance  

• Presence of regionally / countywide-level designated areas / features of landscape, 
nature conservation, archaeological, historic, geological and / or other importance e.g. 
Country Parks, TPOs, National Forest Inventory, BAP / Priority Habitat Inventory sites, 
Local Wildlife Sites / Local Nature Reserves, Grade II Listed Buildings, Conservation 
Areas, Unregistered Historic Parks and Gardens, SMR / HER. Also National Trust land 

• Important wider, or significant local, landscape / visual function e.g. context / setting of 
heritage asset, contribution to character of settlement of regional importance, green 
gap, buffer zone etc. 

• Landscapes in very good condition and / or of high quality as defined by appropriate 
criteria 

• Important cultural associations 

• Very good representation of landscape area / type / characteristics and / or uncommon 

• Very good aesthetic and perceptual attributes and qualities e.g. high degree of scenic 
beauty, fine / key views, distinctive sense of place, high degree of wildness / 
remoteness, tranquillity 

• Negligible / few detractors present. The quality / qualities of, and / or features in, the 
landscape are likely to be one of the main reasons for the visit 

• Important contribution to wider public amenity, access and recreation e.g. long-
distance / themed trails, well-used public rights of way, Heritage Coast, Public Open 
Space / Local Green Space. May be protected by / subject of planning policy 

• Important wider, or significant local Green Infrastructure assets 
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Level of 
Value 

Definition 

Moderate • ‘Everyday’ landscapes (ELC) 

• Undesignated landscapes although may be subject of strategy and / or guidance  

• Presence of undesignated, ‘informally’ designated and / or locally-important areas / 
features of landscape, nature conservation, archaeological, historic, geological and / 
or other interest  

• Important local landscape / visual function e.g. context / setting of heritage asset, 
contribution to character of settlement, green gap, buffer zone etc. 

• Landscapes in good to fair condition and / or of moderate quality as defined by 
appropriate criteria but good potential for improvement 

• Important local cultural associations 

• Good to fair representation of landscape area / type / characteristics but common 

• Good to fair aesthetic and perceptual attributes and qualities e.g. moderate degree of 
scenic beauty, local key views, moderate sense of place, moderate degree of wildness 
/ remoteness, tranquillity 

• Some detractors present 

• The quality / qualities of, and / or features in, the landscape are unlikely to be one of 
the main reasons for the visit, but make a positive contribution to the experience 

• Important contribution to local public amenity, access and recreation e.g. well-used 
public rights of way, green open spaces, common land 

• Good local Green Infrastructure assets 

Low • Landscapes between ‘Everyday’ and ‘Degraded’ (ELC) 

• Undesignated landscapes unlikely to be subject of strategy and / or guidance (unless 
for restoration)  

• Few if any areas / features of landscape, nature conservation, archaeological, historic, 
geological and / or other interest  

• Little or no local landscape / visual function  

• Landscapes in fair to poor condition and / or of low quality as defined by appropriate 
criteria but some potential for improvement 

• Few if any cultural associations 

• Fair to poor representation of landscape area / type / characteristics and common  

• Few if any aesthetic and perceptual attributes and qualities: little sense of place, little 
or no sense of wildness / remoteness, tranquillity 

• Several detractors present  

• The quality / qualities of, and / or features in, the landscape are unlikely to be a reason 
for visiting 

• Little or no contribution to public amenity, access and recreation  

• Few Green Infrastructure assets 
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Level of 
Value 

Definition 

Very Low • ‘Degraded’ landscapes (ELC) 

• Undesignated landscapes, and not subject of strategy and / or guidance (unless for 
restoration) 

• No areas / features of landscape, nature conservation, archaeological, historic, 
geological and / or other interest  

• Negligible or no landscape / visual function  

• Landscapes in very poor condition and / or of very low quality as defined by appropriate 
criteria – may be contaminated land. Situation likely to be permanent, and very little if 
any potential for improvement 

• No cultural associations 

• Poor representation of landscape area / type / characteristics  

• Negative aesthetic and perceptual attributes and qualities: no sense of place, high 
levels of landscape and visual disturbance 

• Widespread detractors present / dominant 

• The quality / qualities of, and / or features in, the landscape may discourage people 
from visiting 

• No contribution to public amenity, access and recreation  

• Very few or no Green Infrastructure assets  
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Table 4: Matrix for Evaluating Levels of Landscape Sensitivity  
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Table 5: Criteria for Judging Levels of a Landscape’s Visual Susceptibility to Change 

Level of 
Visual 
Sensitivity 

Definition 

Very High 

• Highly visible in wider area 

• Forms part of exceptional / iconic / very highly valued views  

• Internationally / nationally important visual function (context, setting, gateway, gap, 
screen, buffer, transition zone, skyline, panorama, vista, focal point, cultural 
association etc.)  

• Very open to public or private views of the countryside or open space which are 
significant 

• Development would create unacceptable visual intrusion into the wider landscape that 
almost certainly could not be mitigated 

High 

• Visible in wider area 

• Highly visible in local area 

• Forms part of wider important / highly valued views  

• Forms part of views of significant local value 

• Important wider visual function  

• Significant local visual function 

• Very open to public or private views of the countryside or open space which are of 
wider importance 

• Development would be uncharacteristically conspicuous in the wider area and 
mitigation unlikely to reduce adverse effects 

• Development would create unacceptable visual intrusion into the local landscape that 
almost certainly could not be mitigated 

Moderate 

• Not visible from wider area or of no influence 

• Locally visible but limited influence 

• Views are of some wider importance but there is scope for mitigating potential adverse 
visual effects  

• Locally highly-valued views 

• Limited wider visual function  

• Important local visual function 

• Partially open to public or private views of the countryside or open space which are of 
wider importance 

• Open to views public or private views of the countryside or open space which are of 
local importance 

• Development likely to be perceptible in the wider area but would not significantly alter 
the balance of features or elements within the existing view 

• Development would be uncharacteristically conspicuous in the local area and 
mitigation unlikely to reduce adverse effects 
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Level of 
Visual 
Sensitivity 

Definition 

Low 

• Not visible from wider area 

• Limited local visibility 

• Views of limited importance  

• Development could be integrated into the land- / town- / villagescape although possibly 
only with mitigation 

• Area / site is fairly well-screened from public and private views 

• Development may be discernible in the wider area but would not result in loss of, or 
change to, important views or wider visual amenity 

• Development likely to be perceptible in the local area but would not significantly alter 
the balance of features or elements within the existing view 

Very Low 

• Not visible from wider area 

• Little or no local visibility 

• Views of little or no importance  

• Development would not lead to unacceptable visual intrusion into the landscape, or 
adverse effects on the settlement, with or without mitigation 

• Area / site is very well-screened from public and private views 

• Development would not be discernible or would enhance views or existing visual 
amenity 
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Table 6: Criteria for Judging Levels of Visual Receptors’ Susceptibility to Change  

 

 

  

Level of 
Susceptibility 

Criteria 

Very High 

• Receptors (tourists / visitors) within, or looking towards, internationally- or 
nationally- designated landscapes, areas and features such as World Heritage 
Sites, National Parks, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Registered Historic 
Parks and Gardens, Scheduled Ancient Monuments, Grade I and II* listed 
buildings and other places where the landscape / feature is the main reason for the 
visit 

• People using national trails and other nationally-designated routes where the view 
is likely to be the focus of attention  

High 

• Receptors (tourists / visitors) within, or looking towards, landscapes, areas and 
features with regional / countywide designations e.g. Areas of Great Landscape 
Value (AGLV), Country Parks, Conservation Areas, Grade II listed buildings, 
National Trust land etc. and other places (such as Open Access Land) where the 
landscape / feature is part of the reason for the visit 

• People using long-distance footpaths / scenic routes / themed trails / engaged in 
outdoor recreation (e.g. walkers, riders, cyclists, boat users, motorists), whose 
attention may be focused on the landscape and / or particular views, and / or for 
whom the view is a factor in the enjoyment of the activity  

• People living in residential properties 

• Communities living in areas where the landscape setting makes a highly important 
contribution to visual amenity 

Moderate 

• Receptors within, or looking towards, undesignated landscapes, areas and 
features of local importance, and in places where the landscape / feature is not 
necessarily part of the reason for the visit 

• People using local public rights of way / engaged in outdoor recreation whose 
attention is unlikely to be focused on the landscape and / or particular views, and / 
or for whom the view is not necessarily a factor in the enjoyment of the activity 

• People staying in hotels and healthcare institutions who are likely to appreciate 
and / or benefit from views of their surroundings 

• People working in premises where the views are likely to make an important 
contribution to the setting, and / or to the quality of working life  

Low 

• Receptors in commercial and industrial premises, schools, playing fields etc. where 
the view is not central to the use 

• People using main roads, rail corridors, infrequently used / inaccessible public 
rights of way and likely to be travelling for a purpose other than to enjoy the view 

Very Low 

• People moving past the view often at high speed (e.g. on motorways and main line 
railways) and with little or no focus on or interest in the landscape through which 
they are travelling  
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Table 7: Criteria for Judging Levels of Visual Value 

  

Level of 
Visual Value 

Criteria 

Very High 

• Views from, or towards, designated landscapes and / or features of international 
and national importance (e.g. World Heritage Sites, National Parks, AONBs, 
Registered Historic Parks and Gardens, Scheduled Monuments, Grade I or II* 
Listed Buildings etc.) especially where contributing to the significance of an asset / 
feature 

• View is of outstanding scenic beauty and very high quality 

• View makes a highly important contribution to understanding of landscape function 
/ contribution 

• Likely to be the subject of planning policy and / or guidance / protected views 

• Views from landscapes / viewpoints within highly popular visitor attractions / tourist 
destinations, and / or from national trails, used by very large numbers of people 

• Views with social / cultural / historic associations (e.g. in art and literature, or an 
historically-important vista over a battlefield) of international / national importance 

High 

• Views from within, or towards, designated landscapes and / or features of regional 
or countywide importance (e.g. Areas of Great Landscape Value (AGLV), Country 
Parks, Conservation Areas, Grade II listed buildings, National Trust land etc.), 
especially where contributing to the significance of an asset / feature  

• View is of high scenic beauty and high quality 

• View makes an important contribution to understanding of landscape function / 
contribution 

• Views from well-used and popular visitor attractions / tourist destinations, including 
long-distance / themed trails, Heritage Coasts, Public Open Spaces / Local Green 
Spaces, used by relatively large numbers of people 

• Views with social / cultural / historic associations of countywide importance  

• Views in which receptors have a proprietary interest, including people living in 
residential properties 

Moderate 

• Views from within, or towards, undesignated landscapes and / or features of local 
importance  

• View is of moderate scenic beauty and moderate quality 

• View makes a moderate contribution to understanding of landscape function / 
contribution 

• Views from locally-popular recreation areas / green open spaces / public rights of 
way, but not used by many visitors  

• Views with social / cultural / historic associations of local importance 

Low 

• Views from within, or towards, undesignated landscapes and / or features of low 
importance  

• View is of low scenic beauty and low quality 

• View makes a very limited contribution to understanding of landscape function / 
contribution 

• Views from landscapes / viewpoints which are not particularly popular or 
recognised as being destinations in their own right, including infrequently used 
rights of way 

• Views with no social / cultural / historic associations 
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Very Low 

• Views from, or towards, undesignated landscapes and / or features of no 
importance 

• View is of poor scenic beauty / quality - landscape may be permanently degraded 
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Table 8: Matrix for Evaluating Levels of Visual and Visual Receptor Sensitivity 
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